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Foreword 
This collection of writings represents an account of a small but significant account 
of what INTO USF has experienced and developed over the first ten years of its 
existence. It is not meant as a comprehensive record of INTO USF’s history. In 
October of 2019, a request was sent to all INTO USF employees requesting 
articles for this publication. The contributors whose writings appear in this 
volume voluntarily offered their time and effort in developing their pieces and all 
of us at INTO USF can recognize and appreciate the value of their efforts; without 
their involvement, this publication could never have come about.   
From the outset, the committee decided not to impose restrictions on contributors 
in terms of content, style, length etc. and so the collection displays a diversity that 
stretches from poetry to academic research papers. In editing, again the committee 
has not tried to homogenize, so that some articles contain APA references and 
citations, and others contain more informal footnotes. This was done to reflect the 
wide range of perspectives and experiences of the contributors.  
As project coordinator, I would like to express my appreciation to the committee 
members, Dr. Katherine Butterfield and Evan Rosenthal who helped in the 
development stage of this project; to Dr. Anastasia Khawaja and Dr. Babak 
Khoshnevisan, who, along with helping develop the project, supported and 
advised as the project came to fruition; and to Melanie King, who was there at the 
start and stayed with the project to the end, and whose wisdom and diligence has 
brought quality to the editing of this publication. Our thanks also go to Sam Allen 
for her invaluable assistance in final formatting.  
The COVID-19 pandemic and its impact on all our work conditions delayed the 
releasing of the manuscript until several months after the actual tenth anniversary 
of INTO USF. What we present here is a selection of lived experiences, 
reflections and research reports that give a taster of the excellence and innovation 
that is so characteristic of these ten years of INTO USF’s existence.  
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Section 1: Perspectives from INTO USF’s Center 
Directors
Interview with Sean Gilmore, Executive Director of the 
INTO USF Center. Adapted to article by Jane Harvey, Ph.D. University Support
Coordinator 
This interview took place in August 2020. The goal was to gain Sean Gilmore’s 
perspective on the first ten years of INTO USF. Sean was part of the team, under 
Dr. Glen Besterfield, that set up the center and ran it for the first seven years. In 
2018, Sean took over the Center Executive Director position.  
Sean has thus been working with the center since its inception ten years ago. Prior 
to that, he worked with the first Center Director, Dr. Glen Besterfield, in the 
Office of Undergraduate Studies, focusing on retention, student success, etc. 
When Glen came over as part of the INTO USF initiative, Sean was brought with 
him and helped build the center from the ground up. Sean expressed appreciation 
for the people that he worked with at that time, such as those who worked with 
the original ELI (English Language Institute) and other units that were 
incorporated into the INTO USF Center.  
In terms of the objectives of the university in establishing the joint venture with 
INTO University Partnerships, Sean explained the three main goals that then 
President Judy Genshaft and the current Provost Ralph Wilcox had. Dr. Genshaft 
was very aggressive in seeking to establish USF’s reputation, including 
aspirations of AAU membership, pre-eminence and an international brand. The 
partnership with INTO University Partners Inc (INTO) that created INTO USF 
was part of that master plan to put USF on the map on a global scale. Sean 
believes the establishment of the Center reflects how USF has changed over time, 
from very much a local university to now an institution with 10% international 
and 10% out-of-state students, becoming more and more of a national 
powerhouse, and aiming for more of an international name and reputation.  
The second goal was to offer an opportunity for a wider range of international 
students to study at USF. Prior to the center, most international students at USF 
were at the graduate master and PhD levels, and did not necessarily live on 
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campus or become integrated into the university community. The push therefore 
was to grow the undergraduate student base to internationalize the campus. This 
connects to the third goal. Ten years ago, around fifty percent of USF’s student 
base was Pell-eligible—that is, students who were receiving government aid and 
who would probably not be able to do study abroad or meet students from other 
countries. In a world that is getting smaller all the time, it made sense to bring the 
world to USF and offer those students a chance to meet, live alongside, and learn 
from students from all over the world.  
Sean explained how these goals have been met. As of Fall 2019, international 
undergraduate students outnumbered graduate students on campus, thus 
broadening USF’s international student base. Overall, the number of international 
students at USF grew from around 1,367 prior to the opening of the center (2009) 
to over 5,000 in Fall 2019. This means that over ten percent of the USF Tampa 
population is international with a sizeable proportion being undergraduate 
students. INTO USF is responsible for bringing in around forty percent of those 
students.  
Obviously, the international brand that USF is trying to establish is a challenge 
that will always need work to maintain. In terms of the connections that domestic 
students have with international students, Sean believes there is always room to 
grow through overt programming and intentional work. INTO USF students can 
be more involved in facilitating domestic students’ understanding of what it 
means to be global citizens and in ensuring that graduating from USF means that 
you are a citizen of the world.  
When talking about the strengths of the INTO USF Center over the years, Sean 
puts a lot of emphasis on the value of being part of a young, rapidly-rising, 
exciting university, where “there is not a lot of convention that will keep us from 
doing unconventional things”. He also emphasizes how our people are our 
greatest strength. INTO USF employees are some of the best and most invested 
people he has ever worked with, which has been a real key to our success. People 
are willing “to roll up their sleeves and get really dirty when necessary”, such as 
taking out the trash and working on a Saturday to meet students at the airport; 
this, he says, is key to who we are as a center.  
Another example of how our people are our greatest strength is the way that we 
were able to pivot during the COVID crisis to doing our work online. Sean 
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describes INTO USF employees as willing to take on any challenge, part of 
which, he says, comes from “the scrappy nature of being a start-up and having to 
fight for everything we got during the early days”. We are very good at accepting 
when something does not work, agreeing on the need for change and then coming 
up with something brand new that does work. This is very difficult to do but 
crucial to our success. Because of this, we had less of a struggle than other parts 
of the university when we had to switch all of our functions online. Moving 
teaching to an online platform was certainly part of that, but we also adapted 
quickly to delivering our social, advising, tutoring, etc. services remotely and 
although it was not easy, it was done very smoothly. That is something that Sean 
is very proud of.  
In terms of challenges, Sean mentioned student recruitment and the fluctuation in 
student numbers. Some of this results from our success encouraging others to 
want a part of it. Thus, the number of pathway providers exploded over the last 
six or seven years, impacting the number of students we have been able to attract 
to INTO USF. As Sean says, the ups are very exciting, but the downs are very 
low. He also mentions the internal issue of identity as a challenge. INTO USF is 
half part of USF, a state university, and half part of INTO, a large corporation. 
This results in some “push and pull” while at the same time allowing us to form 
our own identity as a third party, turning what could have been a weakness into a 
strength.  
He went on to explain how INTO USF was the first public/private partnership of 
its kind in the state of Florida; now there are more such partnerships in education, 
including in areas like housing. Sean talked about the situation that being half and 
half engenders. We get the bedrock strength of the university, such as the brand 
and being part of a research-intensive, great institution but we also get caught up 
sometimes in the slow pace of how universities run. On the other side, there is the 
very fast-paced corporate world where you are expected to pivot on a dime as a 
corporate body. Sean’s role is to walk “an interesting tightrope” trying to keep 
both sides happy. He believes that communication is key, making sure both sides 
are clear about what their understandings are and what their goals are. Misaligned 
goals and lack of communication can seriously contribute to friction between the 
two bodies. Fortunately, USF and INTO have very similar goals and a continuing 
overarching mission, which means we have stayed on track even though the past 
few years have seen a much lower number of students at the center than both 
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sides would like. He stresses the importance of the two partners continuing to 
work together towards the mission.  
As Executive Director of the public/private entity that is INTO USF, Sean talks of 
having good days and bad days. Sometimes, he said, quoting Dr. Besterfield, “you 
are the meat between two lions”. Sean sees himself as being in the unique position 
of trying to capture the wants and needs of both sides and ensuring they are 
communicating with each other, even if that is via him. He also sees as a crucial 
part of his role as ensuring that the INTO USF Board, which is made up of half 
USF and half INTO members, is both fully aware of where we are headed and 
what our challenges are, and also working towards our mutual success. He sees 
his role as this “acrobatic conduit” as both fun and challenging.  
Sean’s advice to anyone in a position similar to his is to really understand the 
goals of the university when entering into a partnership of the kind that USF and 
INTO entered. Because of the size and complexity of institutions like universities, 
there is a great need for consensus and understanding of the university’s goals to 
be built within the institution before the partnership happens. While the corporate 
goals are more obvious, it was important for that side also to understand the 
university’s needs and expectations and how the two sides can work together 
smoothly.  
In terms of the future, Sean is very positive and indeed excited. He feels that 
INTO USF should look for what is innovative, for a niche that we can exploit, just 
as we did as a start-up ten years ago. Because of COVID, there will be fewer 
students in the next few semesters, and this gives us time to step back and take a 
look and plan for the future and how we can “come out of this with our foot on 
the gas, accelerating into what the next success looks like”. One area to look at 
are special and community programs and study formats. INTO USF’s expertise is 
very broad, though we focus only at the moment on a relatively small spectrum of 
students and study formats. As a self-identified builder rather than maintainer, he 
is excited by these opportunities and looks forward to grabbing back the market 
share we owned five or six years ago. He sees the people at INTO USF as 
uniquely skilled in this “approach to our future”. He is excited and looking 
forward to seeing and building the innovations that he is confident his people will 
come up with. Our core business is innovation and that is what we should be 
focused on.  
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Sean has been at USF for a long time, and worked in a lot of different units, but 
some of the proudest moments in his career have been moments at INTO USF, 
such as seeing the supposedly high-risk students that we have brought in go on to 
be highly successful. This, he feels, is a reflection of what we do here; we create 
and give our international students the chance to be successful at USF. What they 
do with it is up to them. We see 90% of our students who come into the program 
be successful; only those who don’t take advantage are not successful. “I’m really 
proud of that and happy to wear the logo on my sleeve.”   
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Interview with Dr. Glen Besterfield, Executive Center 
Director of the INTO USF Center from its inception to 
Fall 2017. Adapted to article by Jane Harvey, Ph.D. University Support Coordinator 
 
Dr. Glen Besterfield was Center Director for the first seven years of INTO USF’s 
existence and contributed greatly to its inception. Before that he was an Associate 
Professor in the College of Engineering and then was the Associate Dean in the 
Office of Undergraduate Studies. Today, he is Associate Vice President and Dean 
of Admissions at USF. In our interview, Glen reflected on the pioneering side of 
setting up INTO USF and on INTO USF’s impact on the university as a whole. 
 The conversation about focusing on internationalizing USF’s campus and 
enrollment began in the Summer of 2009. Glen was involved in the initial 
decision to partner with an organization to recruit more international students. 
There were several different options in the United States at that time: Navitas, 
Study Group, and INTO. INTO was chosen because it seemed, from USF’s 
perspective, that it was more of a true partnership, whereas the others seemed 
more like outsourcing which was not ideal. USF needed more of a true 
partnership where the university could help bring in the students and INTO could 
help deliver the pathway program. In that Summer 2009, Glen along with the 
president of the university and other vice-presidents took a trip to the UK, where 
they visited existing INTO partners at universities such as Exeter and East Anglia. 
It was after that trip when the decision was made to go with INTO in Fall 2009. 
Glen reflected on that decision-making process, and especially on what he called 
“the 3 Rs”: shared risk, shared reward and shared responsibility. This, he believes, 
was important for both sides. He remembers a colleague at the time said, “we all 
have a risk here, we all have a reward, but in order to see that reward, we all have 
responsibility here to make this partnership successful.” 
 Glen became involved in the project even before the contract was signed through 
his role in the development of the pathway curriculum. However, he did not 
realize the extent of his involvement: “We signed contract on January 17th… we 
had kind of a ceremony and after the ceremony there was a little flyer that 
everybody was given and for some reason, I didn't have one and people came up 
to me after the ceremony and said congratulations. I’m like ‘congratulations for 
what?’. Well, in the flyer was “Founding Center Director Glen Besterfield. Well, 
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nobody told me of course. I was not informed of that, so that was kind of a 
surprise” This was the start of INTO USF, though the first students did not arrive 
until the following Fall 2010 semester.  
 According to Glen, that start was very rough at first. USF had an English 
Language Institute (ELI) already that had to be merged into INTO USF. Glen 
admits that there were some hard feelings because the ELI lost its identity 
“because now they were gobbled up by this so to speak INTO machine kind of 
and it's very understandable.” Though the ELI had somewhere around 200 
students at the time, very few ever made it to USF because there was no direct 
way for a student to immediately matriculate to the University; many of the ELIs 
students ended up studying at other universities. Managing all the people involved 
was a challenge but, Glen feels they tried to make it as painless as possible at the 
time to integrate the ELI into INTO USF. After that merger, there were “great 
years” ahead for INTO USF.  
The public/private university partnership landscape was very different at the time 
of INTO USF’s establishment. At that time, there were only two other 
partnerships in America: Oregon State with INTO and then Northeastern with 
Navitas. As a result, there was not a lot of guidelines to follow for setting up such 
a unique partnership. In 2010, INTO had no technology such as a Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM) platform which meant that, for example, 
student applications were submitted on paper and filled out by hand. Glen 
remembers this time as trailblazing: “Just a little bit the Wild Wild West, which 
was alright. I mean, that's how you do it. You do it. You know by grit, and hard 
work.” 
He then reflected on just how hard it was, given that they were trying to learn how 
to run a small company that was in a public private partnership. He feels 
sometimes like he is just hanging there between these two huge powerful 
companies, USF and INTO. It was fine, you know, but it was tough. We started 
from nothing and we built it up to a huge enterprise…We took the company up to 
I don't know 30- 35 million revenue”. He mentioned just how much traveling was 
involved for him – up to 24 weeks a year and how exhausting that was. On the 
other hand, he made many great relationships with many great people with whom 
he is still friends now.  
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From the time of its inception, INTO USF grew rapidly. By 2016, we had up to 
1200 students and were probably one of the top three pathway centers in the 
nation in terms of student success, financial liquidity, students moving onto the 
University, and total enrollment. In more recent times, however, the whole 
landscape has changed. Apart from the political turn, Glen believes that by 2020, 
there were as many as 70 such partnerships in the US with organizations like 
Study Group, Navitas, INTO, Shorelight, Bridge, CEG, and perhaps others. In 
addition to this, many universities created their own pathways when they saw this 
concept evolving. This may have accounted for the steep drop in student 
enrollment that INTO USF experienced along with other centers around the 
country.  
 Reflecting on his years as head of INTO USF, Glen acknowledges that he learned 
a lot about the international landscape and leading a group of around 100 
employees. He says it was a phenomenal experience, “probably the best 
experience of my career”. He sees it as very hard but very fulfilling. “We started 
with nothing and we built it up to be the best pathways center in the United States 
over the span of 6 years. And that was everybody contributing. I mean we created 
something great.” On the other hand, he does not miss it because it was so 
grueling.  
Today, it is very difficult to enter one of these public private partnerships now 
because the landscape has changed so much, and there's so much uncertainty even 
about the future of such partnerships. Glen believes that to survive, “You just 
gotta reinvent yourself”. He supposes INTO USF rode a great wave but then 
might have become a little complacent and stagnated somewhat for a while. Like 
Sean, Glen believes that to survive and thrive, innovation is the key. He suggests 
the pathway model may have outlived itself and many universities have 
circumvented it, some by lowering their entry requirements. INTO USF and USF 
have not done that and never will. However, as the landscape gets more and more 
competitive there is a greater need to innovate, to prepare ourselves to come out 
of this stronger. As Glen says, it is all about innovation. People confuse 
innovation with invention, but you can innovate in anything. Some of the 
challenges of doing that are that we are within a public private partnership, with 
each side having an equal voice. In this endeavor, each side has certain 
responsibility, risk and reward and it has to be shared. Like Sean, he is optimistic 
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that INTO USF can reinvent itself and continue to innovate to make a better 
program. 
USF is now one of the top 40 universities in the nation on study abroad, sending 
over 2000 students abroad, although not all students are able to take advantage of 
that experience. By bringing international students to USF, INTO USF can 
contribute in some way to filling that gap. As an example, a course on American 
government is greatly enhanced when there are international students within that 
course who bring different perspectives and can comment on how for example 
China or Europe see the American government. This, Glen argues, both adds a 
dynamic element to the course and also allows faculty to foster a more active 
learning environment. 
With regard to INTO USF’s greatest accomplishment, Glen sees it as “what we 
did to change USF”. Not least among these impacts was the internationalization 
of the student body. In Fall 2009, one year before the official establishment of 
INTO USF, there were 1325 international students on the Tampa campus. In 2017 
and 2018, “at the peak”, that number rose to close to 5000. At the time of writing, 
even with all “the turmoil of the pandemic, the politics of the last two years, the 
headwinds, the foreign exchange rates, the visas, and the embassies and 
consulates, everything”, there are 4400 international students on the USF Tampa 
campus. Glen sees this as resulting from another impact of INTO USF, that of 
creating a global brand for USF in a number of countries, most notably India, 
Vietnam, Brazil, Oman and to some extent China. USF is now among the top 
three international student destinations in Brazil and Oman, and among the top ten 
in India and Vietnam. Because of INTO USF’s existence over the last ten years, 
the very nature of the campus has changed. We are now a university that is a 
majority minority institution. With only 48% white students on campus, the 
majority of USF’s population is made up of black, Latino, Asian-American and 
international students. The international diversity of campus has been 
transformative. As Glen says: “We changed the culture of this University, we 
truly did.” 
We helped USF strengthen their international enrollment, strengthen their 
international brand, and strengthen the diversity on campus. It gets back to those 
first three things. That is the greatest accomplishment. 
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Section 2: Development of INTO USF  
 
Front Desk Haiku by Nicole La Baw, Lead Office Specialist – Welcome Desk 
 
Fourth floor Cooper Hall 
Is where it first came to be 
Hidden and alone. 
 
Minus some pieces 
And a move to FAO 
Rebuild soon began. 
 
Students visited 
Happily and with smiles 
Forever a home. 
 
Background: When I first started at INTO USF, we were located on the fourth 
floor of Cooper Hall and our “lobby” was more like a very tiny doctor’s waiting 
room. The front desk was behind glass doors and all other staff were behind walls 
and down a different hallway.  
Upon moving to the FAO building, the front desk, as it is today, was late to arrive, 
so for a period of time a small folding table served as a front desk. Everyone was 
so excited when the official desk arrived, but naturally it arrived with screws 
missing! Screws were overnighted and our very own Sean Gilmore assembled the 
desk. 
The rest is history! 
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Pathway Program and Academic Support: Where It All 
Began by Jenny Schultz with Lynn Ravens, & Karolina Goldberg 
 
Jenny Schultz is Associate Director, Academic Learning and Support. Lynn Ravens was 
formerly Assistant Director, Undergraduate Pathways and is currently Assistant Director, 
Operations and Institutional Research. Karolina Goldberg was formerly Assistant Director, 
Graduate Pathway and is currently Assistant Director, Academic Learning and Support 
 
This is all where it started…Fall 2010. We 
had the plan. We knew the students were 
coming. We had English classes and 
instructors ready. We had a Pathway 
Coordinator in place. Beyond that, we did 
not know what to expect. Once the program 
launched and the students arrived, 
everything moved at breakneck speed; 
leaving us constantly trailing along trying to 
catch up with the needs of the students, the 
needs of faculty and staff, and the needs of 
the program.  
Very quickly, we determined immediate 
gaps in student support. Both Lynn Ravens 
and myself, Jenny Schultz, were teaching 
the EAP courses and we recognized the need for students to have advising support 
to help navigate the demands of university study, especially with lower English 
proficiency and greater academic demands. The two of us, along with the 
Pathway Coordinator, Carissa Bracero, attempted to fill that gap by providing a 
basic level of advising along with our teaching/coordinating responsibilities.  
Other areas where we determined a need for support included language and 
content challenges. Students with lower language proficiency were struggling in 
their classes and faculty were unprepared to accommodate students. Many of the 
departments we were working with had not fully prepared the faculty for a large 
influx of international students, and in their defense, none of us were fully 
prepared for what was coming! We immediately started to field complaints from 
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faculty, who were expressing the struggles they were having in communicating 
with students and assessing their work.  
As if this weren’t enough for us to manage, we had not established workflow 
processes, timeline planning, or even knew what to do next. We were living in the 
moment! When it came time to determine which students were progressing and 
which were not, we hadn’t anticipated that the larger group of students would be 
somewhere in the middle—not quite meeting progression requirements but 
showing promise as university students. We quickly needed to confer with the 
Dean of Undergraduate Studies and the Graduate departments to determine the 
best way to handle approval or denial of this group. We also did not anticipate 
that the Graduate Spring progression would be ongoing until July as we waited 
for test scores to filter in. I remember thinking that it was never going to end! 
These are only a couple of examples of the many situations we encountered that 
were unexpected yet needed decisions, policies, and processes developed. We 
didn’t know what we didn’t know and could only address these as they arose. 
Having the first semester under our belts, we learned a few things. 
1) Students needed more support than we were offering 
2) Faculty needed more support than we were offering 
3) We needed more support than we anticipated 
It would be great to report that we were able to quickly fill the gaps and meet 
everyone’s needs, but that wasn’t the case. Our enrollment numbers continued to 
increase exponentially, and we were hard-pressed to take a breath to devote time 
to developing our infrastructure. We were constantly reacting to everything new 
that was coming our way. By the end of our first Spring semester, the two English 
instructors became coordinators (Lynn and Jenny), the Pathway Coordinator left, 
one of the coordinators moved into the assistant director role (Jenny), a new 
coordinator was brought in (Karolina Goldberg), and we began to tackle filling 
the gaps.  
Advising 
Initially, the undergraduate and graduate coordinators acted as academic advisors 
for their students. This proved challenging as they were also teaching, managing 
their programs, and advising. By Spring 2012 we set out to hire professional 
academic advisors whose sole responsibility would be to guide, mentor, assist, 
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and advise students. At that time, we had 185 Pathway students and we brought in 
4 professional advisors during the Summer of 2012. Once again, we were in 
uncharted territory and began building an advising unit with little to no 
knowledge of what that meant.  
By the Fall of 2012, we realized that we once again needed to restructure our 
management of the program and the associate director position was created, as 
well as moving the coordinators into assistant director positions. Advisors were 
designated for the undergraduate and graduate programs and reported directly to 
the assistant directors. We now had a structure in place that allowed assistant 
directors oversight of advising, as well as oversight and development of the 
ongoing program needs. We invented, failed, tried new ideas, built on those, 
failed again, and finally built the foundation that continues today. 
In time, we learned that students needed to be prepared for life after the Pathway 
program, so we began mandatory progression advising sessions for students to 
learn about progression requirements such as required testing (SAT/ACT or 
GMAT/GRE) and critical documents they needed to organize, as well as to learn 
more about major selection (undergraduates), departmental advising (graduate 
students), and services at USF. Students were introduced to a number of USF 
resources through these sessions and were better prepared to make the transition 
to the greater university. While the scope and delivery method of the sessions 
changed over the years, the idea behind the session still drives services today.  
Tutoring 
Early in the Spring 2011 semester, the Pathway Coordinator hired a tutor for 
Grammar, eventually adding a couple of tutors for the graduate Engineering 
classes. We recognized the need for tutoring support for our College of Business 
students as well, and by Fall 2011 we had created a small tutoring staff to support 
Engineering, Business, and English needs. Tutors met students in the lobby of 
FAO through the Fall of 2012, after which we moved into our new space on the 
lower level of FAO in Spring of 2013. We were then able to better develop a 
more formal program, including training for tutors, workshops for students, 
individual and group tutoring for content courses as well as English needs, and 
tutoring for GMAT and GRE exams. Although programming has been expanded 
over the years, the work done during those first two years laid the foundation for 
the tutoring services provided by our Center today.  
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Program Management 
By early 2013, assistant directors and academic advisors were spending hours 
compiling student lists, reaching out to faculty, and trying to keep track of 
appointments and determining which students were at risk and needed additional 
support. Up until that point, we had not developed processes that allowed us to be 
proactive and we realized there were gaps in only being reactive to student 
progress. We knew we could be much more supportive of students and be able to 
intervene much earlier if we developed a better system of early alerts.  
We began researching technology that could assist in tracking student success and 
alert us quickly to those who were falling behind. By Spring 2014, we were up 
and running with GradesFirst, an early alert system that streamlined the outreach 
and record keeping for our advising and tutoring units. This was an amazing boost 
for the program because it allowed advisors to easily contact faculty of INTO 
students throughout campus for quick and efficient feedback on how students 
were performing. Advising and tutoring no longer needed to wait for students to 
come in and tell us they were falling behind and needed support; we had that 
information early in the semester and were actively reaching out. Life was great! 
But with this new technology came more work and planning. We didn’t realize at 
the time how much time and effort implementing this new program would 
require. The administrative team then spent over a year creating guidelines and a 
framework for using the system, training ourselves and others on consistent use, 
and revising Pathway program policies and processes to fit the new technology. 
This was one more example of filling a gap but not anticipating the amount of 
work needed to make it functional. Another lesson learned. But the investment 
was worth it, and we have an efficient, comprehensive system that we rely heavily 
on today.  
This is one example of the many ways administrators needed to identify gaps to 
create policies and procedures to help streamline the growing amount of work as 
our student population grew. This was no small feat!  
University Community Support 
One of the greatest challenges we encountered was working with the various 
university departments and providing support and awareness to the university 
faculty and staff. Almost immediately, we created an outreach team that went to 
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various departments, faculty and staff meetings, faculty orientations, and 
anywhere we could be given an opportunity to educate the university community 
on who we were and what we did. Many faculty members were struggling with 
how best to provide excellent instruction while meeting the needs of international 
students. Many departments were struggling with how to advise students who 
were not fully admitted to their programs yet. And we struggled with how best to 
support the needs of departments and faculty while supporting the needs of our 
students. Over time, the more consistent and frequent our communication with 
departments developed, the more we were able to support them as needs arose. 
Departments and faculty had been unprepared, as we were, to anticipate all of the 
unexpected issues that would arise so quickly, and they needed a place where they 
could go for questions and assistance. The bridges we’ve built over the years have 
developed into the strong, ongoing relationships we enjoy today.  
Final Reflection 
Those first few years where a whirlwind for us—much was created and developed 
in a short period of time—sometimes in just a moment! We’ve weathered many 
storms, but we’ve had just as many victories. Our goal has always been to provide 
the best experience for students, regardless of what’s happening behind the 
curtain. This goal has driven us to create new initiatives, eliminate processes and 
policies that aren’t benefiting students, and constantly reassess where our gaps 
are. It’s been quite a rollercoaster, but one that has been worthwhile for us and so 
many students who have come through our program. 
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Ten Years and Counting: Strength in our Diversity by 
Ariadne Miranda, Ph.D. Associate Director, English Language Program 
 
I have had the privilege of working at INTO USF since the time when the joint 
partnership was first formed ten years ago. Since my time in the former ELI and 
now at INTO USF, a lot has changed in the way we work. We went from being 
housed in the College of Arts and Sciences on the fourth floor sharing a very 
small space to now having our own space and classrooms in the FAO building. 
Any new visitor coming to INTO USF would experience a very different 
environment. There is a lively and colorful lobby where one can hear different 
languages spoken and people from all over the world can get together. During all 
this time one thing has remained constant: our steadfast commitment to faculty 
diversity.  
In international education, change is a constant. I remember the impact 9/11 had 
on our enrollment as well as on the way we worked. As I write this article, we are 
in the middle of a global pandemic that has changed the world in ways that we 
can only begin to imagine. The murder of George Floyd, by Minnesota Police 
resulted in protests around the world demanding the dismantling of institutional 
racism and racist ideology. In fact, TESOL (Teachers of English published a 
Statement of Racial Injustice and Inequality. Throughout all of these changes, our 
faculty has demonstrated great resiliency and an innovative spirit. Being open to 
new ways of working and of tackling challenges would not be possible without 
the great diversity of the members of our faculty. Reading USF’s Principles of 
Community underscores the importance of different voices and approaches  
The belief in the diversity of our faculty is foundational for us. I will start with 
linguistic diversity. English is a Lingua Franca which means that a language has 
reached a global status and it is recognized as the bona fide language for business, 
technology, and school. As David Crystal (2014) reminds us in an interview 
published on the TEFL Equity blog, the ratio of non-native speakers of English to 
natives speakers is 5:1. He puts it beautifully: “Just as I want to experience the 
glorious diversity of English accents and dialects in Britain, which enrich our 
linguistic and literary heritage, so I want to experience this diversity on the newly 
emerging global scene. I want to hear X-tinted English – fill in the ‘X’ by 
Canadian, French, Russian, Ghanaian, Brazilian… what you will. It would be a 
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sadly denuded English linguistic world if people were being taught as if this 
wonderful series of varieties did not exist.” (Section 4 Paragraph 2).  
Nevertheless, the field of TESOL is still dominated by the belief that speaking 
English with a native accent is preferable, and that this is what students preferred. 
We do not support native speakerism which Holliday (2005) has defined as “an 
established belief that ‘native‐speaker’ teachers represent a ‘Western culture’ 
from which spring the ideals both of the English language and of English 
language teaching methodology'' (p. 6). At INTO USF we reject the idea that a 
native speaker of English is superior to a teacher whose first language is not 
English. We believe that all our instructors, regardless of their first language, have 
unique strengths that they bring into the classroom. Our faculty come from all 
over the world: The United States, Turkey, Ukraine, Russia, Vietnam, Panama, 
the UK, Guyana, Iraq, Japan, Sri Lanka, and Venezuela. We take this idea so 
seriously that we crafted a statement on faculty diversity and we are intentional 
about it in our hiring practices and processes. For example, during new student 
orientation, we share the importance of diversity with our students exemplified in 
the richness of backgrounds and experiences of the faculty.  
In the field of TESOL, the place of the native speaker is still one of privilege. The 
linguistic diversity of our faculty helps debunk this myth. Being a great language 
teacher has nothing to do with the first language that you speak. Rather, it is about 
excellence in teaching manifested in the use of teaching strategies and the effort 
we put into helping our students succeed. This is why at INTO USF we prefer 
different terminology than non-native teachers as we believe it focuses on the idea 
that having an additional or multiple languages at your disposal is more of a 
deficit. This is also how we see our students who come to us with rich 
backgrounds and in many cases, multiple languages at their disposal. We do not 
use the term “native speaker” when referring to our faculty or students, for 
instance. Instead, we use terminology such as “expert speaker of English” or an 
English language learner, or a student for whom English is an additional 
language.  
For students, faculty diversity is extremely beneficial. They get to hear different 
varieties of English, which serve as models for them. They are all great linguistic 
examples, and students can see themselves in their instructors. All varieties are 
valid options and for them, and it teaches our students what is achievable. The 
goal is never for students to have a native-like accents, but rather, for them to 
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communicate their own ideas clearly and intelligently. We actively debunk the 
idea that there is a standard English accent that we teach. In our classrooms, 
students hear English with a Southern or Kentucky accent as well as English with 
a Turkish accent. The focus is on effective communication and on acquiring the 
academic language skills to help our students succeed. 
Faculty diversity goes beyond first-language or country of origin and translates in 
a richness of ideas and a willingness to work hard especially when times are 
difficult. This “can do” spirit has been exemplified time and time and again since 
the beginning of the global pandemic. When USF asked all programs to go online 
in March 2020, everyone banded together to ensure that our curriculum could be 
offered online to our students in the smoothest way possible. This was not easy; 
on the contrary, it was very challenging, but the results have been nothing short of 
amazing. Now in the Summer semester, we embraced the opportunity to learn as 
much as possible with regard to how to keep our students engaged while 
delivering our classes online. We planned and delivered our first-ever 
Professional Development Week where our faculty as well as digital learning 
experts at USF delivered a variety of workshops about teaching and learning 
designed to get everyone as ready as possible for teaching online once more, this 
time with a little bit more of preparation. 
Diversity is also exemplified in the diverse interests of our faculty. This means 
that students can learn from faculty who may have a strong interest in feminist 
pedagogy where lessons are planned for them to explore about the use the 
importance of using the appropriate pronoun with people. Or they can learn from 
faculty who incorporate mindfulness principles into their classroom to help 
students be more grounded and focused on the present moment. Faculty have the 
opportunity to focus on a teaching innovation which helps them explore in depth a 
teaching methodology or a pedagogical idea. For example, several of our 
instructors have explored the use of questions in the classroom and how focusing 
on the types of questions you ask students can have powerful results. A group of 
instructors are now working on a book chapter on antiracist pedagogy which is a 
timely topic at this moment in time, and one that is needed in the field of TESOL. 
The power of a diverse faculty body is complemented by a strong, coherent and 
cohesive curriculum. Throughout the years, our curriculum has experienced many 
changes which is as expected as a curriculum is a living organism. Our curriculum 
approach is content based which Stoller (2008) defines as “an umbrella term 
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referring to instructional approaches that make a dual, though not necessarily 
equal, commitment to language and content‐learning objectives (p.1).” Content 
can be understood as ideas and concepts found in academic settings and language 
as the skills and grammar needed to write with this content. The tenets of our 
Teaching Philosophy, co-constructed by faculty, provide guidance to instructors 
and students as to our approach. The document outlines how teaching and 
learning are realized in practice. Instructors help students make sense of the 
language and side by side with our students to help them access ideas, internalize 
content, utilize linguistic resources, incorporate ideas into their output, and to 
accomplish academic tasks. An example of how this happens in practice is 
students in our Academic Preparation level 4 course as part of the Academic 
English Program. In this class, the main goal is for students to develop reading, 
writing, and analytical skills needed for university. At the same time, they learn 
content related to public health, consumer behavior, and the information age. 
Instructors expertly guide students through scaffolded reading and writing 
activities to help students write problem-solution and cause and effect essays 
where they use the content learned in class to accomplish the tasks. This is the 
approach that we have found to be successful for our students. Once students 
leave our classrooms to go on to complete their degrees at USF, we are confident 
that they have the tools they need to succeed. Students open their minds to new 
ideas and get to think critically about them. This is in the end the goal of 
education:  
The next ten years for INTO USF look promising. Our faculty and our curriculum 
at INTO USF looks promising. Our faculty are innovating every day in the 
classrooms. Our curriculum is also changing. We are currently in the process of 
transferring our undergraduate and graduate EAP courses for online delivery. We 
are also looking for new opportunities such as creating an online teacher program 
with a focus on technology.  
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Learning continues outside the class: How INTO USF 
developed resources and services for student learning by 
Jordan Walters, Andrei Danila, Donna Rock 
 
Jordan Walters is Assistant Director, Learning Resource Services; Andrei Danila is Learning 
Resource Services Coordinator for Learning and Testing; Donna Rock is Learning Resource 
Services Coordinator for Learning and Management 
 
INTO USF has been providing students the opportunity to further develop their 
knowledge and academic skills outside the classroom since it hired the first tutor 
in the fall of 2010. At that time, this support was overseen by the Pathway team, 
and there were roughly 100 students within INTO USF. These tutors primarily 
supported students in their English language and a few USF courses. Sessions 
would be conducted in the hallways and lobby areas on the first floor of the FAO 
building where INTO USF resides. As enrollment increased, and the needs of our 
students became better understood, the INTO USF Tutoring Center was 
developed in the spring of 2013 and a dedicated space on the ground floor with a 
full-time Tutoring Coordinator were established so that students could better 
focus when meeting with tutors. In addition to these changes, an Assistant 
Director position was created in the fall of 2013 in order to manage the growth of 
the program and establish a system of operations, as well as the philosophy and 
best practices needed to promote student success. The most recent position to join 
the team came in the spring of 2018 in order to further develop the curriculum and 
coordinate the implementation of our Standardized Testing support. In the fall of 
2019, the INTO USF Tutoring Center went re-branded in order to better convey 
their role and the programming that is available for students, and INTO USF 
Learning Resource Services (LRS) was born. This also brought the change of 
tutors being known as Learning Consultants, which more accurately describes the 
role they serve when supporting students. 
There have been a range of programs and support initiatives that LRS has 
provided students throughout the past ten years. The majority of interactions that 
our students utilize are within individual Consulting Sessions. These individual 
sessions served as the original form of support, and continue today. In addition to 
this traditional form of learning support, LRS has developed a range of other 
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services and programs to address the specific needs of all INTO USF students. 
One of the earliest forms of targeted support was the formation of Bridge 
Consulting, which identified particularly challenging courses with numerous 
graduate or undergraduate Pathway students. Within Bridge Consulting, a 
Learning Consultant attends class with the students, and facilitates study groups 
every week.  
Students within Academic English who planned to pursue an undergraduate 
degree at USF were identified as having a need to prepare for math in English. In 
order to meet this need, the Math Workshop was created in 2012 as a means for 
students to brush up on their math skills and learn the proper vocabulary and 
notation that would be expected of them while in their bachelor’s program. As a 
result of the success of the Math Workshop, the English Language for 
Mathematics course was created in the summer of 2018 for level 4 students, 
which provided more structure in their math learning throughout the entire 
semester. Another form of support provided to Academic English students has 
been the development of our University Culture & Skills course, which came 
from a need to consolidate many of the workshop services that were being 
provided to students from the different areas of INTO USF. In order to provide a 
streamlined and focused services for students, LRS modified its own workshops 
along with other INTO USF office’s programming and the former Extended 
Learning Sessions into a class split between upper and lower level Academic 
English students where they focus primarily on academic culture and American 
university life in addition to practicing their conversational English. UCS sessions 
are also available for Pathway students to audit individual topics as they choose.  
GMAT and GRE exams and scores have always been an important factor for 
graduate Pathway students in their ability to progress to USF. Since the inception 
of INTO USF, graduate students have been provided with support for these 
exams. Initial support included courses from third party vendors, as well as 
individualized tutoring. The Pathway team developed their own series of 
workshops for students to attend throughout the semester in order to regularly 
prepare for the exams. In the summer of 2018, the Pathway team divided the 
responsibilities of advising students on these exams and the curriculum and 
instruction of the content support for GMAT and GRE. LRS absorbed the later 
responsibilities and would then hire a full-time coordinator to oversee the new 
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workshops so that they could deliver a more structured form of support that more 
closely resembles that of a credit bearing course.  
Another form of programming and support to note is that of the work that LRS 
does with students with learning disabilities. In the summer of 2015, it was noted 
that there were not any specific forms of support for our international students 
who may have learning disabilities. LRS would take on the role of identifying and 
working with these students. Since this time, students have worked closely with 
administrative members of LRS in order to better understand their learning 
challenges, how they can overcome them, and the options available from other 
offices at USF that can support their specific learning needs.  
One last form of programming that we have made available for students in our 
annual Student Development Day. This is a conference style day of programming 
which aims to develop and educate students on a range of important topics, skills, 
and opportunities from the many programs and professionals throughout USF. 
Student Development Day has taken place over the past three years and has 
allowed for students, staff and other campus partners to collaborate and develop a 
better understanding of how our students can grow as students both in skill and 
community. This and the many forms of services made available to students from 
LRS have made a lasting positive impact for students to learn at more advanced 
levels, and be further prepared for the next steps in their educational journey. 
In the spring of 2014, INTO USF began utilizing a software platform that allowed 
for better scheduling and data collection for tutoring and advising, among many 
other improvements in our processes. Capturing the engagement of students at 
Learning Resource Services has helped us better understand the trends of our 
population and demonstrate the support that is being provided for them. Table 1 
gives the breakdown of over forty-three thousand hours of support we have been 
able to capture just within our scheduled appointments in LRS from 2014-2019. 
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Program 
ACT/SATG
MAT/ GRE 
Content English 
IELTS/ 
TOEFL 
Grand Total 
General English  7.5 hrs 19 hrs 347.5 hrs 106 hrs 480 hrs 
Academic English  419 hrs 33.23 hrs 7,761.58 hrs 2,094.03 hrs 10,307.85 hrs 
Level 1 4 hrs 1 hr 597.63 hrs 35 hrs 637.63 hrs 
Level 2 9.5 hrs 1.5 hrs 1,137.1 hrs 331 hrs 1,479.1 hrs 
Level 3 78 hrs 1 hrs 2,175.91 hrs 726.53 hrs 2,981.45 hrs 
Level 4 114.5 hrs 26.73 hrs 2,618.68 hrs 712.5 hrs 3,472.41 hrs 
Level 5 186.5 hrs 3 hrs 934.76 hrs 231.5 hrs 1,355.76 hrs 
Level 6 26.5 hrs 0 hrs 297.48 hrs 57.5 hrs 3,81.48 hrs 
Graduate Pathway 2,890.8 hrs 9,356.88 hrs 4,440.65 hrs 84 hrs 16,772.33 hrs 
Accelerated (1 semester) 1,191.83 hrs 3,229.5 hrs 663 hrs 11.5 hrs 5,095.83 hrs 
Standard (2 semesters) 1,698.96 hrs 6,127.38 hrs 3,777.65 hrs 72.5 hrs 1,1676.5 hrs 
Undergraduate Pathway 134.5 hrs 1,2208 hrs 2,684.93 hrs 11 hrs 1,5038.43 hrs 
Accelerated (1 semester) 7 hrs 2,912.08 hrs 332.1 hrs 0 hrs 3,251.18 hrs 
Standard (2 Semesters) 127.5 hrs 9,053.41 hrs 2,246.06 hrs 11 hrs 1,1437.98 hrs 
Comprehensive (3 
semesters) 0 hrs 242.5 hrs 106.76 hrs 0 hrs 349.26 hrs 
Progressed 341.5 hrs 27.5 hrs 554 hrs 42 hrs 965 hrs 
Grand Total 3,793.3 hrs 
21,644.61 
hrs 
15,788.66 
hrs 
2,337.03 hrs 43,563.61 hrs 
Table 1: Breakdown of support hours 
 
As amazing as these numbers are, they do not even include the time students have 
dedicated to other form of support such as our Academic Workshops, Student 
Development Day, Coffee Talks, and courses of UCS, ELM and GMAT/GRE. 
Throughout the years, Learning Resource Services has been a growth focused 
program not only for our students, but for our staff as well. We have created 
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opportunities within Peer Support Groups and Committees that have allowed our 
Consultants and Graduate Assistants to develop the professional skills that will be 
necessary as they transition into their full-time careers once leaving our office. 
We continue to lead within our field by spearheading collaborative partnerships 
amongst the other USF tutoring programs by meeting with them regularly about 
the challenge our students and tutoring programs experience, and how we can 
develop effective strategies for success. Similarly, INTO USF LRS has developed 
an ongoing advisory board for all of the Learning Centers within INTO North 
America. This focus on continued engagement and a growth mindset has allowed 
for LRS to regularly innovate and provide all of those with whom it engages to 
move forward in their educational and professional journey. We look forward to 
another 10 years of continued success.  
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Building INTO USF’s Recognition System by Nelli Cirineo, Ph.D. 
 
Nelli Cirineo was formerly Assistant Director, Program Management  
 
Academics at INTO USF started building its student recognition system from 
early on. Our vision for this important project was to extend nominations not only 
for the highest achievers but also for hard-working and conscientious students, the 
vast majority of whom are usually overlooked in American colleges. “When it 
comes to academics, it’s customary in our society to recognize the highest 
achievers: the valedictorian, the class president, the honor student, or the spelling 
bee champion. Unfortunately, the vast majority of hard-working, well-behaved, 
industrious students are overlooked” (Academic Recognition, n.d. Para 2). 
In 2013, when we announced our first Students Awards Ceremony, there were 
three awards: Honor’s List for high academic achievements, Perfect Attendance, 
and Interest Groups Award for active participation in extra-curricular activities. 
Students completing our academic programs and successfully progressing to USF 
degree programs were also recognized at this event. The valedictorian speeches of 
these students during the Ceremony were always rewarding to faculty, staff and 
administration and motivating other students to pursue their academic dreams. 
In 2014 in collaboration with the INTO USF faculty, the program created a 
unique Spirit Stick award that would be given to a whole group of students from 
either Academic English or General English programs. This award symbolized 
optimism and a strong will to meet high academic expectations and to progress to 
the University. After each Ceremony, the Spirit Stick and the photo of the winners 
would be displayed in the main lobby until the next semester as a reminder for 
students to keep up with their work.  
As the academic programs developed, the list of nomination categories grew. In 
2015, working closely with faculty, we announced our first ELP Writing Contest, 
the winners of which would receive a new award called Outstanding Original 
Work Award (OOW) together with a gift certificate. Students’ work was 
nominated for its originality and reflection of the ability to think critically about 
assignments through cross-cultural reflection. Every semester the OOW 
committee, consisting of faculty members and program administrators, worked 
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together to decide on the nominees. This award received a great resonance among 
students, creating an atmosphere of competition and increasing motivation for 
their learning, and among faculty, who felt rewarded seeing their students 
recognized.  
In 2017 other academic services joined ELP in recognizing student success in 
their areas. In addition to the Interest Groups Award, INTO USF Tutoring Center 
announced its own award to those students who regularly and frequently attend 
tutoring sessions - Focused Learner Award. The same year, faculty came up with 
the idea of a special award to students with a lower level of language proficiency - 
beginners. This award - Most Improved Writing - was very popular among 
students. Interestingly, in fall 2018 one instructor nominated almost all students in 
the class! By fall 2017 the popularity of the ELP Writing Contest grew 
considerably and the number of participants increased more than twice within a 
year. So, the program announced the OOW Participation Award bringing the 
popularity of the contest to a new level.  
In 2018 student services expanded the recognition system by announcing a new 
award - Engaged Student - for those who actively participated in the social life of 
INTO USF and USF. In 2019 the program announced an award for high 
achievement and participation in Extended Learning sessions where students 
worked on their language and study skills. 
Every year the program not only expanded the list of nominations but also 
thought about more challenging and meaningful criteria for this or that award, 
which would result in renaming some awards. For example, in 2019 the Perfect 
Attendance Award was renamed to the Conscientious Student Award which 
describes nominees of this award more precisely. This category of students is 
recognized for more than just regularly attending classes. These are the students 
who are described by their instructors as those who work hard, set high standards 
for themselves, and enjoy learning. 
Over the period of seven years INTO USF extended and developed its student 
recognition system from three nominations in 2013 to eight awards in 2019. We 
take pride in finding various ways to recognize student success and hope that the 
program recognition ceremonies become meaningful and inspiring to students, 
faculty, and administration. The process of building the recognition system for 
international students cannot be overestimated as it develops in students, who 
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come to the US from all over the world, a sense of belonging, increases student 
motivation to succeed, and unites faculty, staff, and administration in their main 
goal to ensure student success.  
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Creating Protocols and Developing Programming to 
Prevent, Manage and Mitigate Care and Conduct 
Conundrums for International Students by Brian Goercke with 
Julaina Webber 
 
Brian Goercke is Student Services Manager – Care and Conduct; Julaina Webber was 
formerly Student Services Specialist-Wellness & Welfare 
The Honeymoon Phase 
Studying abroad can be an exciting prospect for students, replete with 
opportunities for high-level language and culture immersion. It is a chance for 
students to travel, explore, and perhaps, for the first time, test the waters of 
independence from parental oversight. INTO USF staff and faculty often witness 
students’ enthrallment during orientation when they are first introduced to the 
university’s scenic beauty and its wealth of resources. We enjoy seeing this 
elation, and encourage students to continue exploring and learning about their 
new surroundings within safe boundaries. However, we often forget that this is 
but a temporary phase for students, followed by more challenging stages of 
cultural adjustment, adaptation, and acceptance. This initial ‘honeymoon’ phase in 
the Cycle of Adjustment only reflects the students’ limited exposure to a culture 
that, for them, is still uncharted.1  
A Shocking Need for Acculturation Training 
At first glance, providing international students with care and conduct-related 
trainings may seem inessential, especially when they appear, for the most part, to 
be adapting to university life and the overall culture of their surroundings. After 
all, one might argue, students have come to university primarily for academic 
purposes, and not to receive lessons in life skills. This argument might stand tall if 
we could silo and separate the academic journey from all other of life’s pursuits. 
But humans are, after all, social beings who need to connect to others for 
meaning. Archbishop Desmond Tutu addressed this issue of personhood, saying, 
 
1 Culture Matters: The Peace Corps Cross-Culture Manual. 2010. Peace Corps, Office of Overseas 
Programming and Training Support; and Information Collection and Exchange. Washington, DC 
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“A person is a person because he recognizes others as persons.”2 This need for 
social companionship is felt acutely when entering an individualistic country as 
the U.S. and being separated from friends, family members and significant others 
back home.  
In addition to making social connections, international students also need to 
understand how their host country operates, and this includes laws, policies and 
social mores. This can seem complicated for international students, who may 
choose to ignore or avoid these issues hoping that they’ll pass and not return. 
Often students find that this strategy compounds their problems, increasing stress-
levels and feelings of isolation.  
Collectively, the need for socialization and acculturation is vital in the Cycle of 
Adjustment. Students unable to achieve socialization are likely to experience the 
impacts of Culture Shock, the next phase in this cycle, more severely as they 
become isolated. When these feelings become unbearable, students may opt to 
stay home and stop going to their classes, increasing their susceptibility to 
depression and anxiety when they realize they’ve fallen irremediably behind. 
Those struggling to understand and comply with societal rules and customs 
jeopardize their safety and put their ability to study abroad at risk; high-level 
university code of conduct violations as well as criminal and immigration law 
infractions can result in suspension, expulsion, as well as visa revocations.  
Sadly, it is when tragedy and misfortune strike members of our student population 
that we begin reevaluating the necessity for care and safety trainings. We realize 
that international students have entirely different needs than domestic students 
and may require varying degrees of acculturation training in order for them to be 
academically successful and physically and emotionally healthy. And once we 
conclude that such training events are needed, we must then determine the timing. 
The Origins of Intervention  
INTO USF has always assisted its students through their adjustment issues. 
However, it has not always had documentation to guide staff members in 
providing such support. In April 2016, a small group of INTO USF employees 
 
2 Tutu, Desmond. A Person is a Person: Remarks at Tutu’s enthronement address as Anglican archbishop of 
Cape Town  
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met for the first time to discuss and develop protocols to help respond to worst-
case student care and conduct scenarios. Over a seven month period, this 
committee developed protocols for such issues as student deaths, suicidal ideation 
and attempted suicide, arrest (including those cases in which a student has been 
detained and out on bond), crime victimization, as well as hospitalization. 
Following the development of these materials, we felt prepared to deal with such 
emergencies, but had no idea that these planning tools would be needed soon after 
creating the protocols. 
Swiss dramatist and author, Friedrich Dürrenmatt, was likely being satirical when 
he mentioned in his play, The Physicists, that “The more human beings proceed 
by plan the more effectively they may be hit by accident.” Sadly, these words 
proved prophetic for a brief but tragic period at USF as a result of transportation-
related accidents. In May 2017, a former INTO USF student was struck and killed 
by a car while crossing 50th Street, very close to the university campus. Three 
months later, one former and one current INTO USF student died in an out-of-
state auto collision. Another student died in an auto collision shortly thereafter, as 
he was returning to Florida following Hurricane Irma. In September 2019, a 
Pathway student was involved in an on-campus bicycle/auto accident that resulted 
in minor injuries, major trauma, and could have been much worse. It had become 
obvious that we needed more than just protocols to assist students and their 
families after traumatic life events had occurred. We wanted to help prevent 
students from experiencing such misfortunes altogether.  
In Fall 2018, something unique and magical happened within Student Services. It 
began collaborating internally as a team, and liaising externally with partners at a 
much higher level than previously experienced. This was evidenced in the 
evolution of such outreach events as Care and Conduct Mondays and Wellness 
Wednesdays. We surveyed and spoke to students to get programming ideas. We 
also gleaned ideas from personal observations, making note of care and conduct-
related cases that we felt could be generalized to the larger population. After 
collecting a list of topics, we tried to determine the best timing for each training. 
Some student challenges, we realized, were more likely to be seasonal, such as 
tax-related scams and natural disasters, particularly hurricanes and tropical 
storms. Others, such as auto accidents, could happen at any time.  
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Seasonal Activity 1: Hurricane Readiness 
Tropical Storms and Hurricanes can be horrifying, especially in Florida, which 
has been the recipient of 40% of all direct hits on mainland U.S.A. since 1851, 
according to the National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration.3 For 
international students, who might be overwhelmed by media hype combined with 
general misinformation swirling around the internet and amongst peers, it can be 
quite confusing knowing what information to trust and how to plan accordingly.  
Robert Marlowe, Technical and Paraprofessional with USF Emergency 
Management, indicates the current culture of Floridians may also be setting a poor 
example for international students. “Florida residents tend to downplay the 
severity of hurricanes (case in point: hurricane parties). International students may 
see and hear this and be led to believe that they also have nothing to worry 
about.” Mr. Marlowe added, “Some also tend to think the hurricane force winds 
are the most dangerous part of the storm, when in reality, flooding/storm surge 
accounts for more deaths. For international students who do not know how to 
swim, this could be a serious concern. Once the storm is over, many dangers still 
exist: dangers hidden in floodwaters (downed power lines, sharp objects), spread 
of disease caused by mold/bacteria growth in flooded areas.” 
To combat misinformation and apathy, Student Services planned center-wide 
awareness-raising events to reach the greatest number of students. To ensure that 
the information was timely, we conducted activities during the Summer and 
Spring semesters, knowing that hurricane season spanned the months of June-
November, with most of the storm activity occurring from August through 
October.4  In developing the event content and format, we agreed that information 
shouldn’t be too technical or activities overly lecture-based. The learning 
approaches, we felt, needed to appeal to as many human senses as possible to 
register the greatest level of recall.5  
 
3 National Oceanographic & Meteorological Administration. Frequently Asked Questions. 2019. 
https://www.aoml.noaa.gov/hrd/tcfaq/E19.html. Accessed 12 December, 2019.  
4 University of South Florida Emergency Management. Are you Prepared? N.D. Tampa, Florida.  
5 Dimple, Martin J. (2019, November 19). Designing a Course with Accountability and Dale’s Cone of 
Experience. Faculty Focus. https://www.facultyfocus.com/articles/course-design-ideas/designing-a-course-
with-accountability-and-dales-cone-of-experience/ 
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The Student Services Team divided the event into the following three categories, 
which were spread throughout FAO (the campus building where INTO USF is 
housed) lobby as stations. The first station focused on building student knowledge 
about hurricanes. We created three levels of true/false questions (basic, 
intermediate and advanced) to accommodate students with varying levels of 
language proficiency. A basic question might ask a general question about the 
value of having cash vs. a credit card, following a storm in which loss of 
electricity might result. An intermediate question would seek more particular 
knowledge. Should a person have one-gallon of water per day and a seven day 
supply of food and medication when organizing a disaster supply kit? The 
advanced question would query more technical knowledge, such as whether a 
hurricane watch is announced 36-hours prior to an expected storm. To assure that 
lower level Academic English students also had an opportunity to participate, we 
created pictorial questions. 
An example included 
photo of a car driving 
through flooded waters 
accompanied by a 
question of whether they 
would consider this 
behavior safe or unsafe 
behavior. For all 
questions, facilitators 
would give explanations 
on why questions where 
either true or false. For 
example, if the participant 
felt that credit cards alone were sufficient to have in one’s supply kit, the 
facilitator would explain that credit cards might not be accepted at businesses in 
the case of power failures.  
The second hurricane awareness station focused on helping students prepare for 
natural disasters by creating supply kits. We assembled a table full of items, and 
gave students a small amount of time to pick the most important items to include 
in their supply kits. Some of these items included recommended supplies for 
everyone such as gallon water jugs, NOAA radios, flashlights with batteries, 
photocopies of important documents (passport, I-20 and student ID) and cash, 
Nousheen Rahman and Samuel Lee quiz students’ hurricane 
awareness knowledge 
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canned food with can openers (if not pop-tops) and other food and snacks not 
requiring to be cooked. We also included specialty items for those with children 
(baby food) or pets (pet carrier and dog/cat food).  
 
 
In addition, we assembled random and discouraged items to provoke teachable 
moments; such items included a carton of eggs (“Are you going to drink those 
eggs when the power goes out?”), candles and matches (“What if you start a fire? 
Will the fire department be able to come to your residence in the middle of a 
category 4 hurricane?”), and perhaps a feather duster or a whisk (“Are those more 
important that water and non-perishable food?”). 
 
Following this interactive activity, the facilitator would provide students with a 
leaflet from USF Emergency Management, entitled, ‘Get A Kit,’ that clearly 
documented recommended documents, food and water and well as miscellaneous 
items to include in a disaster supply kit. As a take home assignment, students 
were given a supply kit planning templates and asked to complete them, 
indicating the type and quantity of items they would procure for a seven-day 
period. USF Emergency Management and a member from the Student Services 
would team co-facilitate the final station, helping the student identify whether 
they live in a flood zone, and where their nearest evacuation routes and shelters 
were located.  
Students trying to determine which items to pack in their hurricane supply kit. 
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“Students were very engaged in the activities,” Ms. Colette Nasworthy, 
Emergency Management Coordinator with USF Emergency Management, 
observed, “As many were new to the U.S., they had never experienced a hurricane 
before. This fueled their interest, and they wanted to ensure they prepared 
appropriately.” She added that INTO USF’s participatory activities fomented 
more student interest. “INTO USF incorporated this element into its events by 
having students actively engage with staff at a variety of stations covering 
different hurricane preparedness topics. Inviting experts from around the 
university to present these topics increased credibility and provided a range of 
viewpoints and experiences attendees could benefit from.”  
 
From our successes in conducting center-wide Hurricane Awareness events, we 
began liaising with faculty members, leading in-class sessions on this topic. For 
lower-level language students, we added more visual information (photographs 
and videos) and incorporated activities in which students would be required to 
read basic information, and write responses, such as creating a disaster supply list 
for themselves and family members, if applicable.  
 
Students receive information on 
how to create a disaster supply kit 
Robert Marlowe and Julaina Webber help student find his 
evacuation route 
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There was at least one other programming event that we felt could be conducted 
semi-seasonally. Although we realized that general scam calls occurred regularly, 
a particular type of scam operation, we felt, was more likely to be orchestrated in 
the earlier part of the year, making this a prime programming activity for the 
Spring Semester.  
Seasonal Activity 2: Government Imposter Scams  
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) received 1.4 million fraud reports in 2018, 
resulting in 1.48 billion in personal losses. The FTC reports that this amount 
represented a 38% increase in revenue losses over the previous year.6 While 
anyone can be the target of a scam, it is not surprising that scammers tend to focus 
their attention on vulnerable populations; these populations include the elderly 
and international students, who are perceived to be solvent but who may be 
unaccustomed to the persistence and élan of these con artists.  
There are many types of scams aimed at tricking people into divulging personal 
information and ultimately handing over their hard-earned money. There are 
computer tech scams in which perpetrators convince people to provide them with 
access to their computer, where personal information can be stolen. There are 
phishing scams that dupe unwitting victims into clicking on bogus links, 
prompting them to enter personal information, such as banking and credit card 
details. There are also imposter scams, which can occur at any time, but seem to 
happen with greater frequency preceding or just following tax season.  
In February 2018, one of INTO USF’s Pathway students had an unfortunate 
encounter with a scam caller. An IRS imposter contacted the student, claiming he 
had not filed taxes the previous year. The imposter reportedly claimed this 
omission would cost the student $20,000, the price for generating a new tax ID 
card. The scammer then proceeded to harass the student over a two-day period, 
demanding Target gift cards. By the time the student came to us, he had 
purchased $9,500 worth of gift cards, turning the security codes over to the 
scammer. The student, understandably, was overwhelmed when he learned that 
the money would never be recovered. He requested and received support in 
reaching out to his parents, who would have to be informed that they needed to 
 
6 Paul Witt. (2019, February, 28). The Top Frauds of 2018. Federal Trade Commission. Retrieved from 
https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/blog/2019/02/top-frauds-2018 
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send replacement funds on top of all the money that they already provided for 
education, housing, health insurance, etc. Student Services, seeing this personal 
devastation, vowed to fight these scams with information dissemination and 
programming activities.  
From late January to mid-April, INTO USF began posting fliers around the FAO 
building with the warning: It’s Tax Season. The IRS Will Never Call You About 
Your Taxes! We also emailed these same message to all students. To complement 
this activity, the Student Services Team liaised with several teachers to conduct 
Scam Prevention sessions, using two different formats, a simulated activity and a 
lecture-based session including time for questions and answer from experts.  
The simulated activity was developed by researching the Federal Trade 
Commission’s website for trending scams, and then creating case scenarios based 
on techniques reportedly used by tech support and government imposter 
scammers. We then recruited staff members to participate, posing as scammers. 
We also recruited students to participate as scam targets. This is how it worked: 
a. Student Experience Leaders (student workers) assisted by taking the 
students to a room, asking participants to answer the phone when it 
rang. 
b. Staff members identified themselves by invented names and titles, and 
tried to wheedle information from students, such as their names, 
mailing addresses, Net IDs, email passwords and bank details.  
c. Student Experience Leaders stayed with participants for the duration 
of the phone calls, providing feedback after they hung up on what they 
did correctly or incorrectly.  
d. Student Experience Leaders would provide participants with handout 
materials from the FTC on how to prevent being the victim of a scam.  
Evan Rosenthal, Assistant Director for Enrollment Services, volunteered to assist 
with this activity, posing as a scam caller. He reflected that the “simulation was 
interactive and effective in preparing students to become aware of the inquiries 
that may be asked of them and the information potentially sought out by 
scammers.” Rosenthal mentioned that students “wanted to learn how to prevent 
themselves from becoming a vulnerable victim of an impersonation scam” and 
that they simply needed mentoring “to resist the urge to release their personal 
information to scammers.”  
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The Student Services Team also noticed that students were often willing to give a 
certain amount of personal detail (phone numbers, addresses, and even university 
ID numbers), though they stopped short of provided computer passwords or bank 
details. Some female participants were willing to confirm personal information 
such as their home addresses, and when they would in class and studying at home. 
This led to other concerns about the students’ safety, and we made sure to counsel 
them, asking such questions as, “What if this was a thief or a stalker? Would you 
want them to know your general whereabouts?” We concluded that more work 
was needed in promoting safety behaviors. We also realized that this activity had 
limitations. Although simulated, the activity was no substitute for a real scam call, 
which has the element of surprise. In real life, students are sometimes contacted 
while they are alone, and are then urged by scammers not to consult with anyone.  
In November 2019, the Student Services Team organized a lecture-based scam 
prevention session. This formatting idea came after meeting one stakeholder at a 
USF employees’ benefit fair (Regions Bank representative) and another several 
weeks later at the USF Safety Day event (Deputy with Hillsborough County 
Sheriff’s Department). The bank representative focused primarily on strategies to 
prevent identity theft, while the sheriff’s deputy gave a broad overview of scams, 
including tactics to prevent and mitigate them. Both sessions, simulated and 
lecture-based, offered vital information and skill-building opportunities for 
students, though we feel that merging the two approaches might offer students a 
broader overview of how scams operate, while continuing to provide hands-on 
experience in dealing with types of calls.  
At Orientation, we’ve begun warning students about potential risks through the art 
of story-telling. We tell about the unnamed student who lost $9,500 in a three-day 
period, making sure to point out that anyone can fall for these scams. “If these 
scams were ineffective,” we tell them, “scammers would stop doing them.” The 
room becomes silent, and the students listen, asking questions afterward and 
making sure to take the resource materials that we offer them on scam prevention. 
Pedestrian, Bicycle and Auto Safety 
During the Student Services presentation at orientation, we ask students three 
questions to determine who is at risk of a pedestrian, bicycle, and auto collision: 
“How many of you plan to drive?” From this question, quite a few hands are 
generally raised. “Okay, how many of you plan to ride a bicycle?” Maybe four or 
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five hands are raised in response. “Okay, now how many of you plan to walk?” If 
someone doesn’t raise their hand, we ask, “How are you planning to get to your 
next session?” It gets a laugh or two, before we go into story-telling mode, 
mentioning the terrible accidents experienced in 2017-18, resulting in injuries, 
trauma, and fatalities. “For this reason,” we tell them, “You need to learn the rules 
and behaviors of drivers in this country, because all of you are at risk.” 
Driving stateside is an altogether different experience for International students. 
Some of our students may be used to driving on the left side of the road. For their 
safety and the wellbeing of other drivers, they cannot afford to forget that they 
must be on the right side of the road. International students may also be used to 
speed limits being reflected in the metric system, and can’t understand why 
they’ve been pulled over and ticketed for going a leisurely 80 MPH on Fowler 
Avenue. Others may be unaccustomed to making right turns on red lights, and are 
confused why the driver behind them is honking, while they are parked at a red 
light with their right turn signal activated. We felt that these complications, as 
long and congested as the I-4 East Expressway, were generalized enough to 
warrant a center-wide programming activity. We also recognized that Florida, 
ranked second worst in 2016 for pedestrian deaths, made such a programming a 
necessity for the wellbeing of our students.7 
In April 2019, INTO USF Student Services teamed up with the USF Police 
Department (PD) and the Center for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) to 
conduct its first center-wide Pedestrian, Bicycle and Auto Safety Event. The 
activity, divided into the following five stations, focused on raising awareness of 
Florida traffic laws and promoting student safety behaviors.  
Station One – Knowledge: Two sets of questions were developed to accommodate 
students of varying language levels. These included a list of general true/false and 
short answer questions (Are bicyclists required to go in the direction of or against 
the flow of traffic?) as well as pictorial questions, depicting scenarios such as a 
driving texting and driving, where we’d ask participants if they felt this behavior 
was safe or unsafe.  
 
7 Robertson, Linda. (2019, January 23). Walking? You’re risking your life in Florida, the deadliest state for 
pedestrians. Retrieved from https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/article224923045.html 
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Station Two – Bicycle Safety: CUTR and USF PD 
teamed up at this station to teach students bicyclist 
hand signals and other safety-related tips. Students 
indicating an interest in bicycling also received free 
safety equipment (helmets, bicycle reflectors, reflective 
arm and wrist bands).  
Station Three – Collision Protocol: Students who 
choose to drive in the U.S. rarely think that they will 
ever be involved in an auto accident. For this reason, 
they don’t prepare for the aftermath of collisions. In 
this simulated activity, students are paired with peers 
and guided through a series of steps that they should 
take collision, including pull off to the side of the road, 
if possible, where it is safer, and remember to exchange 
insurance information with the other driver. They are also encouraged to identify 
witnesses who might vouch for them if they feel that they were not at fault for the 
accident.  
Station Four – Pedestrian Crossing Tips: Student Experience Leaders and INTO 
USF Staff members pose as automobiles, bicyclists and motorcyclists moving in 
both directions to teach students vital safety tips for using crosswalks. Some of 
their most important instructions include putting phones and ear buds away, 
making eye-contact with the driver, and only crossing when a car has stopped.  
Station Five – Stopped by a Police 
Office: At the final station, students 
receive information on what to do if 
they are stopped by a police officer 
while driving a motor vehicle. The 
information is first provided verbally, 
and then reinforced through a 
simulated activity in which students are 
asked to sit at a chair in front of a 
cardboard-crafted steering wheel and 
respond accordingly as a USF PD 
Officer approaches them. Some 
students have mentioned that this is 
Officer Arnold Gayden 
assists students with bicycle 
safety information 
Corporal Chad Hill instructs INTO student on 
what he should do if stopped by a law 
enforcement officer while operating an auto 
vehicle.  
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quite a valuable activity, acknowledging that expectations are different in their 
own countries when stopped by police officers. In many countries, for example, 
drivers are expected to exit their vehicle and meet at the officer’s car. 
Officer Michael Lebron and Corporal Chad Hill with the USF PD and Brentin 
Mosher with CUTR have all been vital partners in conducting these events. 
Officer Lebron has been instrumental in facilitating the simulated traffic stop 
activity, and noticed that “students were more relaxed and received the 
information well and asked questions that they may not have asked if an actual 
traffic stop occurred.” Mr. Mosher noted that he received a lot of “interesting 
questions” from students, especially as they related to bicycle safety and the 
appropriate hand signals to use when motioning to turn. He added that the student 
“definitely wanted to make sure they were being safe while on the road.” Corporal 
Chad Hill noted that the props that were developed for the event “gave an element 
of realism to the experience.” He added, “The whole experience is centered 
around education and interaction with students, especially a group that is not 
familiar with Florida Laws/customs.” This allusion to state law, as Corporal Hill 
mentions, was the type of feedback that helped INTO USF Student Services 
broaden its programming to include matters relating to state and federal laws as 
well as university policies.  
Addressing Law and Policy 
Bengali author, Rabindranath Tagore, advised that “age considers; youth 
ventures.” 8 This adage, if applied to students studying abroad, carries significant 
foreboding, given this troublesome combination: international students may be 
getting their initial taste of emancipation from parental supervision and may at the 
same time be woefully unfamiliar with U.S. laws and university policies. These 
conditions are fertile grounds for student indiscretions that can easily bring legal, 
financial, and academic hardships.  
The Student Services Team recognizes that new students are vulnerable. We also 
realize the daunting task of providing immediate blanket law and policy 
information to students during a one-hour Student Services presentation within a 
one-week orientation period. We considered this a programming opportunity, and 
 
8 Tagore, Rabindranath. (2013, June 3). Rabindranath Tagore's The Crescent Moon. Portable Poetry 
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began reaching out to campus partners, USF PD and the Office of Student Rights 
and Responsibilities (OSRR), for their assistance.  
In October 2018, The Student Services Team conducted its first Law and Policy 
Workshop. The session revolved around case studies, based actual incidences in 
which students made poor and at times illegal life choices. Facilitators from the 
USF PD and the OSRR asked students to scrutinize these life choices, asking 
them to identify possible legal and police infractions that might be involved. They 
also asked them to propose healthier, safer behavioral life choices, compared to 
those made by students in the case studies.  
Jonathan Monti, Associate Director with the Office of Student Rights and 
Responsibilities, felt that the activity was instrumental in stimulating a wide-range 
of questions. “Students were actively engaged in conversation and had a genuine 
intrigue regarding University processes and responses, as it relates to the Student 
Code of Conduct.” He also applauded the creative planning and implementation 
of the event. “I had a true appreciation for the intentionality of the format of the 
activity. Specifically, how each touchpoint the students had as they followed their 
scenario built upon the previous, which encouraged and supplemented 
conversation.”  
It was evident, as Mr. Monti mentioned, that the event triggered a lot of questions 
for students. At times, they would ask complex legal questions that required the 
expertise of a lawyer. The Student Services Team used this as a lesson learned, 
and began to liaise with USF Student Government to procure Legal Aid dates 
prior to the start of each semester. During Orientation, we’ve begun sharing legal 
aid dates with our incoming students.  
Florida Safety 
For the past year, we’ve asked incoming students to name their biggest Florida 
safety concerns during the Student Services’ orientation sessions. Invariably, the 
students cited alligator attacks as being one of their biggest concerns. The Florida 
Wildlife Commission estimates there are 1.3 million alligators in Florida, residing 
in all 67 counties. Since 1948, there have been 413 alligator attacks on humans, 
with 25 resulting in fatalities.9 While risks of alligator attacks on people are 
 
9 Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission. Alligator Bites on People in Florida. 2019 
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remote, flashy headlines tend to ratchet up great fear, making encounters seem 
more likely. 
In October 2019, INTO USF hosted its first Florida Wildlife Safety event, which 
combined a presentation from the Florida Wildlife Commission on snakes and 
alligators with a table-top exhibit from Croc Encounters, featuring a baby 
alligator, various snakes, lizards and turtles. The event generated positive 
feedback from most of the attendees surveyed.  
 
One of the students noted, “Seeing these animals up close was a breathtaking 
experience. I have always wanted to touch a crocodile10 and being able to feel it 
without fear was an amazing experience.” Another student commented, “I was 
surprised because I thought it was going to be just a lecture. I really enjoyed 
seeing the wildlife because I didn't have an opportunity to do that in the past. It 
was great that we could touch the animals. I would recommend INTO USF to 
make this event one more time.” There were, however, dissenting views with one 
 
10Survey from Laura Murphy’s class. Note. The student interacted with an alligator, and not a crocodile.  
Student Experience Leader, 
Gianfranco Esposito, holding a 
baby alligator 
INTO Instructor, Babak Khoshnevisan, reacting to his up-
close encounter with a baby alligator 
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student opining, “I am not a big fan of alligators and lizards, and others. I would 
prefer watching birds, hamsters and other cute animals.”  
 Later in October 2019, we decided to expand this safety session to include other 
nuisances and hazards found in Florida. A physician from the USF Clinic teamed 
up with USF Emergency Management to lead a presentation on sun and lightning 
safety, poison oak, ivy and sumac, tornadoes and rip tide currents. Nearly one 
month later, a representative from the National Weather Service facilitated a 
session aimed at promoting safety behaviors within inclement weather conditions. 
 
 
A Bright Future of Programming 
 In November 2017, INTO USF reconvened its Safety Committee and began 
promoting care and safety trainings. Over a two-year period, the Committee 
helped coordinate Active Shooter, Fire Safety, and Hands-Only CPR, Title IX and 
SOCAT/Counseling training sessions. In 2018, Jenny Schulz, serving on INTO’s 
Safety Committee, reached out to faculty and staff members to query their 
programming and training interests. She received such requests as First 
Aid/Emergency Care, Fire Safety, Wildlife Safety, and Relationship Violence 
Prevention. Student Services culled through these requests, and then pitched a list 
of training possibilities to instructors at a series of Curriculum Planning Meetings 
in 2019. The results have been amazing, culminating in a high-point of Student 
Services-Academic collaboration to bring care and safety-related trainings to 
students.  
Members from Croc Encounters show off the alligator, over-sized lizard, and snake that 
were all on display at the Florida Wildlife Safety event 
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  French writer Antoine de Saint-Exupéry said that “a goal without a plan is just a 
wish.”11 Although we have a long wish list of programming ideas, the Student 
Services Team is actively pursuing its goals, making student safety a priority. We 
continue to liaise, form partnerships, and develop interactive programs for 
students, and remain excited about future programming prospects at INTO USF.  
 
  
 
11 Rodenhizer, Samuel. (2017, November 17). Quotation Celebration: ‘A Goal Without a Plan is Just a Wish’ 
https://quotationcelebration.wordpress.com/2017/11/17/a-goal-without-a-plan-is-just-a-wish-antoine-de-
saint-exupery/ 
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INTO USF’s support for non-in-house English language 
teaching professional development: A symbiosis of input 
and output by Jane Harvey, Ph.D. University Support Coordinator 
 
Since its inception in Fall 2010, INTO USF has made support for ELT faculty 
professional development a priority. Like many other institutions, INTO USF 
offers an array of internal professional development opportunities, such as the 
annual Teacher Development Day, during which classes are cancelled and 
teachers, administrators, and other professionals conduct workshops and round-
tables on topics of relevance to our teaching context. This has been an opportunity 
for many of us to hone our presentations, gain feedback and increase confidence 
before presenting to a wider external professional audience. Internally, INTO 
USF’s Teacher Appraisal process, including the markers of best practice and 
innovation components, have done a lot to foster the professional development of 
both full-time permanent and temporary instructors. These are elements that 
contribute not only to the quality of instruction our students receive but also to the 
sense of professionalism that pervades our institution. However, what to me 
makes INTO USF’s support for ELT professional development stand out is its 
commitment to supporting both input, what INTO USF faculty learn from 
participating in external activities, and output, how INTO USF contributes to the 
wider world of ELT professionals. This paper presents a brief account of the 
range of ways in which that support has been offered.  
One area where INTO USF instructors receive various types of support for 
external learning is in connection with TESOL, the main professional 
organization of English language teachers. Membership in this organization costs 
around $100 per year. For the past several years, INTO USF has refunded 
membership fees to all senior instructors (instructors on faculty lines) and adjunct 
instructors with more than two semesters’ employment at INTO USF. This has 
allowed all faculty to have access to the many TESOL Interest Sections and their 
publications, and to participate in webinars and other remote professional 
development activities. INTO USF has also supported faculty’s participation in 
the national TESOL convention, the South East Regional TESOL and Sunshine 
State TESOL conferences and the local BART (Bay Area Regional TESOL) 
symposia. Senior instructors have been fully funded to present at the national and 
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regional TESOL conferences, and adjuncts have received partial funding, 
including the registration fee. Consequently, in recent years, around ten faculty 
have attended and presented at every TESOL national convention, and several 
more at the Regional and Sunshine State conferences. Topics presented on 
represent a wide array of areas within ELT and while it is not possible to provide 
a comprehensive list here, presentation foci have included, different technologies 
for enhancing language learning, critical culturally responsive pedagogy, the 
challenges faced by non-native-speaker English language teachers, mindfulness in 
the language classroom, content-based language teaching, innovative strategies 
for assessment and feedback, and a plethora of other topics. What is more, at least 
two instructors are officers in TESOL Interest Sections, one instructor is an 
officer in Sunshine State TESOL and several others have been officers in the local 
BART chapter. Also, a good majority of the presentations at the local BART 
symposia are given by INTO USF faculty. This then is a two-way input/output 
process; not only do instructors gain from their participation at these events and in 
these organizations, but they also contribute their expertise and energy to these 
organizations to the benefit of other ELT professionals. 
Not surprisingly, INTO USF instructors’ participation in conferences is not 
limited to the TESOL organization’s events. INTO USF’s teachers have been 
supported financially to present at a range of local, regional, national, and 
international conferences in a wide range of areas both in the USA and overseas. 
Table 1 presents a selection of the conferences at which INTO USF instructors 
have attended or presented with funding. All locations are within the USA unless 
otherwise indicated.  
Local Critical and Creative Thinking Conference; Florida Consortium of International Education; Sunshine State 
Teaching and Learning Conference; 
National Second Language Acquisition and Teaching; Foreign Languages, Literature and Film; Georgetown 
University Round Table; Qualitative Report Annual Conference; Association of Writers and Writing 
Programs; Society for Information Technology and Teacher Education; 
International American Association of Applied Linguistics; Association for Educational Communications and 
Technologies; South North Exchange on Theory, Culture, Law (Colombia); Sociocultural Theory and Second 
Language Learning Research Working Group; International Conference on Language Teacher Education; 
International Conference on Foreign Language Teaching and Applied Linguistics (Sarajevo); Second 
Language Research Forum; International Conference on Computer Supported Learning; International 
Congress of Qualitative Enquiry; Asia TEFL/1st MAAL/6thHAAL International Conference (Macau); 
American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages; American Educational Research Association;  
Table 1: Conferences attended and presented by INTO USF instructors; locations in the USA unless otherwise stated.  
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One of the non-TESOL conferences that INTO USF funded me to attend and 
present at was the Sociocultural Theory and Second Language Learning Research 
Group’s annual meeting. This is an annual meeting of around 50 scholars to 
discuss how Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory can be applied to second language 
teaching. The meetings were always a fascinating mix of very established and 
world-famous scholars (such as James Lantolf, Meryl Swain, Gordon Wells, and 
the late lamented Leo Van Lier, etc.) alongside domestic and international 
doctoral students taking classes or conducting their dissertation research. The 
purpose of the group was to allow these scholars and graduate students to present 
their works in progress and receive feedback from the audience. Perhaps because 
of this focus on graduate students, there was no fee to attend the meetings. 
Usually, there were between 30 and 50 participants and the host institution would 
provide lunch and one evening meal gratis. In 2016, Dr. Glen Besterfield, then 
Center Director, agreed to provide $2000 for INTO USF to host that year’s 
meeting of the group. This, alongside some funding from USF World and The 
Department of World Languages, allowed us to welcome around 35 domestic and 
international participants for a three-day conference on campus from 3rd to 5th 
November 2016. The meeting website is still up at the time of writing this: 
https://www.usf.edu/intousf/about/articles/xiiisctll2016/index.aspx It was a very 
successful occasion with many quality presentations and discussions. In terms of 
input and output, not only were instructors at INTO USF able to participate in and 
learn from the event at no cost, but the meeting itself went some way towards 
helping an academic audience understand that private/public joint ventures, such 
as INTO USF, can have academic gravitas and rigor and be a site of excellence in 
English language teaching and scholarship.  
From the inception of the English Language Institute, INTO USF’s predecessor 
on the USF campus, graduate students in the university’s Master’s in Applied 
Linguistics (TESOL) program have completed the required semester-long 
teaching internships in the English language classes conducted. INTO USF has 
continued this service to the university throughout its ten years. Most Fall and 
Spring semesters, and some Summer semesters, up to eight Master’s students take 
an active role in teaching one of INTO USF’s English language courses. Each 
intern works closely with and is supervised and evaluated by a mentor. The 
mentors are INTO USF’s instructors who have participated in one of the many 
iterations of the in-house Mentor Training Program. These internships have taken 
various forms. In times of plenty, interns and their mentors co-taught the class, so 
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that students had two teachers; this meant INTO USF funded both a teacher’s pay 
and an intern’s TA stipend for the same course. Another iteration saw the intern 
take charge of a class with the role of the mentor one of observation and 
supervision. Again, this had funding implications for INTO USF. In the more 
recent leaner times, interns observe the mentor teach for most classes and actually 
lead instruction on fewer occasions. They still receive a stipend, but it is much 
less than when they were required to take charge of a class for a whole semester. 
It is unfortunate that budgetary concerns have changed radically the experience of 
interns at INTO USF in recent semesters, but it is also testament to the 
institution’s desire to honor its commitment to the Applied Linguistics program 
and the on-going professional development of both the graduate students and also 
their mentors; learning about teaching through teaching about teaching is a 
powerful professional development activity for INTO USF instructors. Another 
interesting point is that at one time, around a third of INTO USF’s instructors 
were graduates of USF’s Applied Linguistics program; truly a symbiotic 
partnership. 
Alongside its commitment to the Master’s program, INTO USF entered into 
Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) with two USF Ph.D. programs – the 
Linguistics and Applied Language Studies (LALS) program in the Department of 
World Languages and the Technology in Education and Second Language 
Acquisition (TESLA) program in the College of Education. These MOU agree to 
INTO USF providing TA’ships for two or three students from each program 
(numbers depending on INTO USF’s student enrolment and teaching needs) for 
Fall and Spring teaching for two or three years. The TAs usually take on a .50 
FTE class load (either one 6 credit-hour EAP course or two 4.5-hour non-credit 
Academic English courses) and become full participants in the various rights and 
responsibilities of INTO USF instructors. This means attendance at meetings and 
administrative duties, but also opportunities for participating in professional 
development, social and other activities.  
Not surprisingly, many of these Ph.D. TAs seek to conduct their research within 
INTO USF’s classes. There are a considerable number of dissertations resulting 
from this on a wide range of topics such as using etymology to teach vocabulary, 
using online resources for autonomous learning, emotional intelligence and 
motivation, and the role of post-observation conferences in language teacher 
learning to name but a few. INTO USF has also been the site of other Ph.D. 
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students’ and faculty’s research from a range of different departments and 
programs, with even a Math Education doctoral student seeking to base her 
research on the English Language for Math course taught through INTO USF’s 
Learning Resource Services.  
In sum, because of the funding and other assistance provided by INTO USF to 
support professional activities in the wider ESL community, INTO USF 
instructors are able not only to keep abreast of but also take an active role in the 
current trends and innovations in the ESL and wider education profession. It is 
hard to imagine what the future of English language education within an 
institution like INTO USF is going to look like after the dramatic impact of the 
Covid 19 virus and its consequent restrictions. Certainly, at the time of writing, 
instructors are deeply engaged in moving our language instruction online and 
preparing to attend and present at the virtual iterations of some of the conferences 
mentioned above, as well as serving as officers for their parent organizations. It is 
equally hard to imagine a future without INTO USF’s continuing commitment to 
the external and internal professional development activities that have been such a 
part of the success of its first ten years. I firmly believe that the whole ethos and 
philosophy of both INTO USF and its partner university, USF, will mean that this 
commitment will continue to feature as a fundamental part of future decades of 
INTO USF.  
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Section 3: Professional and Personal Narratives 
 
ESL Classes with Content, Creativity, and Empathy by 
Deepa Malavalli, adjunct ESL instructor 
 
To me, facilitating student learning has always been a creative process especially 
in the context of second language acquisition. After all, using and learning a 
language is a creative act. Therefore, I feel it is very essential to create a 
classroom environment where students feel safe and motivated to learn because 
this unfolds the innate creativity in a student and promotes language acquisition.  
I do not like to just dispense knowledge or content on to students but create 
learning activities that help them grasp the content and realize that they are 
responsible for their own learning and attaining knowledge just as I am 
responsible for facilitating the learning process. Symbolically speaking, my work 
as a facilitator is like starting the fire of their intellect or illuminating their minds 
with content they can work with, which helps them keep their fire burning by 
taking responsibility for their own learning.  
In the U.S., I first started teaching at the ELI in January 2006 and continued until 
December 2007 [Editors’ note: Deepa then rejoined INTO USF in May 2011 and 
has continued with us since then]. I taught reading, writing, listening, speaking, 
Grammar, and also offered regular Grammar workshops on themes that students 
desired to work on. These workshops took place in a relaxed environment because 
students brought their lunch and also practiced some Grammar. I was surprised 
that students were willing to come at lunchtime.  
In the summer semester of 2006, I decided to create a class that facilitated English 
language learning by implementing elements of Performing Arts. I wanted to 
draw back upon teaching strategies I had learned in Germany. There, apart from 
studying English literature, Linguistics, Pedagogy, and Education in Developing 
Countries, I also got myself trained for two years in creative teaching methods in 
general and especially also for second language instruction. Therefore, I knew 
that Performing Arts, dance, music, and recitation promote language learning 
because second language acquisition does not only occur in our brain but is 
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reinforced by our emotions and by movement, which you can implement through 
Performing Arts. 
The use of movement, music, and rhythm are great tools that help students 
overcome fear or any negative emotions that prevent them from opening up to 
acquiring a second language. I have experienced this time and time again. Some 
of the subject-areas that I taught through Drama were Grammar, idioms, 
storytelling, pronunciation, skit writing and performing, and filming. During this 
process students would open up and express personal thoughts that revealed how 
they connected their own ethnic culture with the values of the host country they 
were living in. I have always been amazed at the openness of the students, and 
what they created.  
Teaching Grammar or idioms through Drama is extremely beneficial because 
students get to play or observe Grammar being performed and language structures 
being verbally repeated in the context of specific scenarios. This brings real-world 
situations into the classroom activity, which helps the role-players as well as the 
observers enjoy learning very efficiently and effortlessly. Students learn much 
faster, use the language structures they acquire, and they never forget them.  
Another important advantage about using creative teaching methods like 
movement, dance and rhythm is its beneficial influence on students who 
experience problems learning: Movement alleviates a feeling of stress or anxiety 
that students may harbor within. Apart from that, the movement of the limbs 
sends signals to the brain, improving the circulation of blood to the brain and back 
through the whole physiology, which helps students retain their focus. In fact, 
mental activities require a lot of energy through hemoglobin and good blood 
circulation and transportation to various parts of the body, which movement 
ensures. This in turn aids a teacher in helping the student overcome their learning 
problems and feeling encouraged to accomplish their goals.  
Implementing creativity proved to be very beneficial when I had to teach 
American history in an Academic Interactions (listening and speaking) level 4 
class. Students had a very negative attitude towards history and expressed it 
openly in the first class. I listened to them and respected their views but 
something within told me that they also had the potential to change their way of 
thinking. So, I tried my best to spark their interests through discussions and 
several other activities, which all went well. However, what really opened their 
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minds was when I asked them to role-play the various figures from American 
history that we had learned about until then and to display the history in form of 
scenarios. This was a collaborative midterm project, which they all loved. This 
activity opened their minds for history because they had to research their 
historical characters, know what they stood for, and whom they embodied in their 
scenario. In their final project they created a historical collage displaying events 
from American history. This was a group project, which students presented. In the 
end, I felt students had gained interest and knowledge in American history, and 
they also enjoyed the class.  
I remember teaching a poetry unit in Academic Preparation (reading and writing) 
level 4, which students classified as boring when the class began. We talked about 
poetry, read at few short poems in the course book, and discussed their content. 
However, none of the poems and their content seemed to spark their interest. 
Towards the end of class, I felt that I had to end the session on a positive note and 
help students overcome their negative emotion. In a way, I thought outside the 
box and took a risk by having them all recite a poem. For this, I had the entire 
class stand up, and I divided the students according to the quality of their voices 
like one does in a choir. There were male students with deep voices like tenors, 
others spoke at an alto level, and finally there were a few female students who 
seemed to have a soprano voice quality. I knew about choir because during my 
teacher training, we had a music class that included singing in a choir. So, I used 
my experience from my choir practice to divide the students into tenors, altos, and 
sopranos. When they were all standing in a group, I had them recite an old poem 
by a Scottish poet. The students were instructed to speak with their different voice 
qualities, and they also had to raise or lower their pitch according to the content of 
the poem. For example, the word “dark” would be spoken at a lower pitch than 
the word “light”, which then creates the quality of the content through sound. 
Tenors would speak words like “dark”, and sopranos would speak the word 
“light”. I demonstrated it, which evoked a lot of laughter. Then they tried the 
recitation. My role was to be the conductor who guided them by indicating who 
was to come next. This created an acoustic wave that moved from lower, to 
medium, and then to higher voice levels, and back to lower, etc. The different 
qualities of the voices turned the poem into a mini play, which had a comical 
element that students enjoyed very much. The class finally ended at a joyful note 
filled with poetry recitation. In the next class, an Arabic student said to me that he 
wanted to share an Arabic poem, which he had translated into English the night 
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before. He recited it in front of the whole the class, and overall, I can say that 
students had overcome their negative emotion towards poetry and accepted 
having to analyze a poem, which they finally expressed in a poetry analysis essay.  
I have always enjoyed teaching writing at a higher or lower level. In teaching 
EAP classes in the Pathway Program, it has been very interesting to help students 
learn what an argument consists of, how to determine good and less reliable 
sources, how to synthesize or compare content, or how to do research and cite 
one’s findings. Teaching to compose a multimodal essay at the EAP level is a 
form of writing that students enjoyed a lot.  
Another important aspect has been collaborating with peers by sharing handouts, 
ideas about possible projects, how to deal with experiences in the classroom, 
books, and helping out whenever needed. One of the things I did for a few of my 
fellow teachers was to be a guest speaker on themes that I had expertise in such as 
Yoga, Karma philosophy, and temperaments and learning styles. I enjoyed 
helping out, and the teachers as well as the students liked the informative 
sessions.   
Apart from that, presenting and taking part in the Teacher Development Day, Bay 
Area TESOL, ATLE conferences, and at TESOL International have always been 
very beneficial for my professional development. For me these conferences have 
always been a very interesting, eye opening, and inspiring experience.  
Finally, owing to my professional and cultural background in Yoga and 
Meditation, I have always been a great believer in retaining one’s mental, 
emotional, and physiological balance, because it unfolds a feeling of peace within, 
which helps develop one’s own individuality. I am convinced that cultivating 
balance brings out these qualities, which can help a person excel at work and in 
life as well. Therefore, in 2012 I started offering Yoga classes for INTO USF 
teachers and other employees, and, later, I offered guided Meditation classes with 
breathing techniques, which the participants benefitted from. I felt that the 
participants enjoyed the guided meditation sessions with stretching exercises and 
breathing techniques.  
In the Yoga tradition, it is customary to regularly work on balancing our five 
senses because they are the key to preventing the accumulation of negative stress 
and retaining good health. For this reason, I tried to evoke all our senses during 
the guided meditation. After all, our senses of sight, sound, smell, touch, and taste 
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are the ones, which we use to experience and communicate with the world.  
However, in today’s society, our senses experience stress from varies sources, and 
this affects our physiological wellbeing even if we are not aware of it. Hence, it is 
very essential to balance all our senses to protect our physiology from the effects 
of stress. I do believe people left the meditation session feeling better in some 
way or form. However, the sense of taste was something I did not evoke during 
the meditation; although it is an important faculty that also needs balance. 
Nevertheless, at the end of the semester, I decided to offer some homemade bread 
to include the sense of taste.  
During the meditation sessions, it was very nice to meet people from various 
departments who came for gaining balance and to recharge their energies before 
heading back to their work. There was always a very positive energy in the room 
that benefitted all participants, and I also felt the same way.  
In connection with ELS (Extended Learning Sessions – extra-curricular sessions 
within the AE program), I offered stress management sessions to students who 
were experiencing stress because of midterm exam and projects. Students learned 
about stress through reading, presentation, and discussion. They talked to each 
other how it affected their personal and academic lives and what they did to 
overcome stress. The ELS class ended with a guided meditation, which students 
enjoyed very much.  
From all that I have experienced in the context of ESL instruction, I have learned 
that facilitating a class can be challenging, fun, and also a great experience.  
• As an ESL instructor, I have always felt that there is something new to 
learn. So, if I feel my knowledge is limited, I know I have to gain 
knowledge to facilitate learning.  
• Respect the problems students face but always remember that they can 
achieve their goals as long as they work on them. I have always felt the 
need to be patient. 
• However, it is important to have high expectations, and it is equally 
essential to give them the tools to succeed.  
• Including humor is very essential, because it alleviates tension and helps 
students enjoy learning, which creates a positive energy in a class. After 
all, learning does not only happen in our brain but is also stimulated by 
our emotions as well as all the processes in our physiology.  
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• Language learning and usage is greatly improved by implementing 
activities that include movement. 
• Be creative, think outside the box, and dare to take risks. You will be 
amazed how creativity offers students a multi-modal approach towards 
grasping content. This can potentially bring the best out of the students 
and enhance deeper learning, which does not jeopardize any SLOs 
(Student Learning Outcomes).  
• Nevertheless, implementing creativity does not mean that you are not 
resolute. Whatever your rules are, you have to stick to them.  
• Communicate with clarity as well as empathy and remember that your 
success is also reflected by the success of the students. Therefore, set clear 
goals and work with the students towards achieving the set goals.  
• This what I say to my students and to myself: Just do your best and forget 
the rest.  
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Permission to be Real: A Personal Reflection by Sheryl Henry 
 
Sheryl Henry was Foreign Credential Evaluator with INTO USF 
 
In December 2009 I closed the chapter on one of my most monumental life 
experiences; I completed my college degree. The push to overcome the seemingly 
insurmountable challenges of studying, working two jobs, and juggling an 
internship had finally reached its moment of catharsis as I walked across the stage 
to receive my diploma with the designation of magna cum laude. In the coming 
months, the sigh of relief I felt from my accomplishments vaporized to meet my 
anxious thoughts about life. Where would I take my place in this world? Would I 
give up the security of having two jobs? How could I now be who I dreamed of 
becoming? The thoughts alone were paralyzing; however, I was fully aware at 
twenty-one years old, that I may be much harder on myself in my own mind than 
others are in real life. So, I set out to find a job and in so doing I established a 
career, and found treasures that are worth more than gold.  
INTO-USF 
I remember walking into my interview for the foreign transcript evaluator position 
in Cooper Hall, down the small hallway that smelled like an old library and into 
the office of Ariadne Miranda. Her warm, bubbly personality was enough to quiet 
the pounding in my chest. She reviewed my credentials, as in a typical interview, 
I answered her questions and days later she contacted me with an offer. I would 
not have imagined that I was signing on to the next ten years of my life. What I 
did know at the time and what eventually proved to be true for me, was that INTO 
USF was a safe place to land.  
It would be an impossible task for me to share every experience I have 
encountered over the past ten years while working for INTO USF and it would 
certainly not be beneficial. I will say that I have experienced the fullness of joys, 
the deepest of sorrows, the heights of exhaustion, the depths of fear, the 
fulfillment of accomplishments, and the beauty and pain of growth. I have 
experienced life – in all of its highs and lows. I am grateful to have worked for a 
company which embraced the fullness of who I am as a black woman, as a 
community partner, a mother, and a friend. I am forever indebted to the transcript 
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evaluation team: Tatiana Arias, Heather Collins, Urika DelVecchio, Christina 
Doty, Dorina Vila, and Patricia Useche Santana for their genuine love, various 
acts of kindness, and their contributions to making the workplace feel like a 
second home; and the team feel like family. I will never forget the laughter we 
shared, how we strived for excellence in our work, and pushed each other to 
become the best versions of ourselves.  
The Power of Choice  
The cyclical nature of the standard work-week can seem so mundane: Monday 
through Friday; wake up, work, repeat. Over the years I realized that I have the 
power to choose vibrance and excitement over a monotonous humdrum existence 
even in circumstances where repetition is unavoidable. Instead of looking at 
Mondays as the dreaded start of another long week, I began to be thankful for the 
clean slate that a new week provides. In my time at INTO USF I am most proud 
of my commitment to exercising the power of my voice and the power of choice.  
The choice to love even when others are unkind or unloving; fully committing to 
the idea that no infraction justifies hatred; and no injustice warrants bitterness. 
The choice to see people as human beings, created in the image of God, and 
worthy of the respect and honor afforded by their existence. The choice to be at 
peace in all things, in all changes and shifts- knowing that change is necessary for 
growth and development. The choice to be good, kind, and faithful to my co-
workers, the students I served, and to the university to which I pledged my 
commitment. It may seem strange that I would pick the choices I’ve made over 
the work that I have accomplished as my greatest source of pride. It may appear 
odd, that I would highlight values of love, peace, kindness, goodness, and 
faithfulness over the number of evaluations I’ve processed or the students I have 
advised but as Stephen Arterburn once noted, what you do is valuable, but who 
you are as a person is even more valuable.  
The Power of Influence  
In a general sense, influence denotes power whose operation is invisible and 
known only by its effects, or a power whose cause and operations are unseen. In a 
more practical sense it’s the voice of my elementary school principal Mr. 
McLeish bellowing “speed and accuracy” as I completed evaluations during my 
workday. It was also the voice of my father reminding me “if you make your bed 
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hard, you’ll have to lay in it” which helped me to stay focused and on task. In my 
time at INTO-USF my influence was demonstrated in the completed evaluations, 
that turned into admits, that blossomed into thousands more cathartic walks-
across the stage to receive hard-earned diplomas. I am grateful for the opportunity 
to take part in the rippling effect that being a participant in higher education 
brings.   
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Student perspectives by Luciana Calixto and João Pedro Chiaratti  
 
Both Luciana Calixto and João Pedro Chiaratti were students in INTO USF’s Pathway 
program 
 
My name is Luciana Calixto, I am from São Paulo, Brazil. I have been teaching 
English as a second language at various levels and age groups for 30 years. 
Besides teaching, I worked as a high school coordinator for 5 years for a program 
in partnership with an American university. In 2018, I decided to give myself the 
chance to pursue a degree abroad. It was a rainy holiday, Carnival to be more 
specific, and I was looking into the programs offered by the College of Education 
at University of South Florida. I ended up watching a video from Dr. Glen 
Besterfield discoursing how INTO USF welcomed Brazilian students onto the 
Tampa campus. I searched for further information about INTO USF, and learned 
about the services that were provided to international students to support a 
successful academic experience. I applied for a Master's program in Education at 
USF as an INTO USF Accelerated Pathway student. The process was very 
smooth, and my husband and I moved to Tampa in December 2018.  
My first contact with INTO USF was due an immigration problem, and they were 
very helpful. Then, I participated in the orientation week to get to know the 
procedures, rules, schedule, and INTO USF services. I was a little nervous to 
come back to school after 10 years, in a different country, out of my comfort 
zone, but INTO USF staff made me feel “at home”. Some weeks after classes had 
started, I was familiarized with the system by having the tutors’ and advisor’s 
support. In March, I was hired at INTO USF, and I realized the importance of 
each department as an international student as well as an employee; I clearly 
noticed the feeling of belonging. Firstly, I worked as an International Student 
Assistant to give information about the English programs. After, as a Graduate 
Assistant, I worked in the Student Services Department as a coordinator of the 
University Summer Experience program, and lastly I was an Academic Program 
Assistant in the English Language Program. In each department, I had the 
opportunity to share my experience as a teacher and a coordinator with my 
colleagues, and use my background as an educator to perform various tasks, but 
the most memorable aspect was that I met passionate people who care for 
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Education as much as I do. I have learned a lot, and I was happy to be helpful for 
international students as an INTO USF team member.  
Luciana Calixto 
 
In 2016, I came to the US to do my Bachelor’s at the University of South Florida 
through INTO USF. In 2017, I became an INTO USF employee. After four years 
at the institution, there is a lot to tell regarding experiences, and definitely, 
through two different perspectives. My first impression at INTO USF was the day 
I arrived on campus — a few days before the beginning of orientation. I arrived a 
few days before to make sure I settled in before all activities started. In my first 
contact with the INTO USF family, a student ambassador helped me with my 
immigration documentation and showed me where my dorm was. This was when 
I realized the type of service I was paying for; what the INTO difference is about. 
After a few years, I built my way up into becoming a student leader, then an 
ambassador, then a marketing and recruitment assistant. And nothing better to 
give back what was given to me in the first moment: help students with university 
resources and present our programs to them and their families. 
João Pedro Chiaratti  
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‘Your Job is More than Helping Us with Grammar’: On 
ESP and Social Advocacy in English Consulting Sessions 
at INTO USF’s Learning Resource Services by Jennifer Rives 
 
Jennifer was a Learning Consultant with INTO USF’s Learning Resource Services 
*Note: all names are pseudonyms to protect students’ privacy 
  
I won’t forget the first time Min Jee came to see me. My appointment with her 
sparked within me a drive to promote equal representation and social advocacy in 
all of my English consulting sessions. 
When she sat down, she nervously looked around the room, avoiding eye contact 
with me. “Is everything okay?” I asked, wondering if she was just too shy to say 
anything or if there could be something more serious going on.  
“Actually, I wanted to ask you about something. But I don’t think it’s something 
that you really do here,” she replied, making minimal eye contact. 
“What do you mean?” I responded. “I don’t only help with one kind of thing here. 
I can help with anything you need. Is there something I can help you with now?”  
“Well, it’s not a grammar question, so I’m not sure if I should ask,” she answered, 
slowly as if holding something back. 
 “You know, I don’t only help with grammar here. I help with lots of other things 
too! I’ve helped students do everything from call the doctor’s office to make an 
appointment in English for the very first time to order food at a new restaurant, to 
joining clubs on campus to make new friends and talking about our feelings and 
emotions when we just need some kind of support or release. You can come to me 
with anything and I can help you get through it. Forget about grammar!”   
She paused for a moment to think about what I had said. Then, she let out a bit of 
nervous laughter, looked at the table, and said, “There’s a topic I want to talk 
about, but I’m not sure if it’s okay.”  
“Of course it’s okay. You can talk to me about anything.”  
“Well, in my country…,” she laughed lightly to herself again, hesitating, “It’s not 
okay.”  
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“Well, that’s the great part about living in a new country, isn’t it? You can look at 
an issue from multiple different perspectives - perspectives you and the people 
around you back home never really considered before. I’m sure I can offer you a 
new perspective on whatever it is you’d like to discuss.” 
“Okay,” she said as she took a breath in. “I want to talk about the LGBT 
community in America. I want to know more about it, because…” she stopped 
herself, struggling to find words. 
“That’s all you have to say. It’s okay,” I replied softly as I offered her a big, warm 
smile. “Of course we can talk about this topic. In fact, this is one of my favorite 
topics to discuss!”  
Her face immediately lit up, and she returned my smile. “Really?”  
“Absolutely! What an inspiring community of people with such a strong, vibrant 
history! I would love to share what I know about this topic with you from my 
personal experience. I hope I can show you all of the wonderful things I feel when 
I think about this community. What would you like to know about?”  
“Everything.”  
“Well, it’s a good thing you made appointments with me all week,” I joked.  
That week we saw each other and spoke about our identities, our responsibilities, 
issues of fairness and representation in language teaching and society, and our 
ideas for driving social change in the U.S. and abroad. It was one of the best 
weeks I have ever had in my one and a half years as an English Consultant here at 
INTO Learning Resource Services.  
When students come to see me at the INTO Learning Resource Services, what 
they expect me to be is a traditional “English tutor.” In other words, when they 
work with me, they expect me to spend most of my time correcting their grammar 
mistakes in speaking and writing, drilling grammar rules, and generally pointing 
out all of their areas of weakness in English. What they don’t realize is that I have 
helped students develop their identities as successful English users across a 
variety of situations. For instance, I have taught the Level 2 father of a 10-month-
old daughter how to schedule an appointment for her to see a doctor on the phone 
- a task which he never thought he would be able to accomplish without the help 
of a translator. “This is easy! I can do this on my own!” he joyously announced at 
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the end of our session. He left feeling empowered, ready to take his family’s 
health into his own hands. 
I have helped the student who had been wanting to try a Subway sandwich for 
weeks but was too scared to order one because she didn’t know “the right way to 
do it.” After going through the steps of ordering at Subway and looking at a menu 
to narrow down potential options, she finally felt prepared enough to take the 
plunge and order on her own. The experience was so uplifting for her that she 
happily proceeded to eat at Subway four times in the same week, declaring that, 
“There was nothing to be afraid of. I can’t believe I waited so long to try it!” 
Since then, we’ve expanded our ordering repertoire to other restaurant chains on 
campus.  
Or how about the students who, like Min Jee, seek to learn about the social justice 
issues that they, their home communities, the United States, and the international 
community all face?  
At the start of every new semester, when I meet new students for the first time, 
common requests for our consulting sessions are typically along the lines of, 
“Could you read over my writing and tell me all my grammar mistakes?” or, 
“Could you listen to me speak and correct my grammar and vocabulary 
mistakes?” Sadly, another common statement I hear from students when they 
begin working with me is, “My English is so bad. My grammar is bad and I don’t 
have a lot of vocabulary. I don’t know how to talk to people in English.”  
Imagine the surprise on their face when I respond, “What are you talking about? 
You’re having a conversation in English with me right now, aren’t you? So, what 
do you mean you can’t talk to people because your grammar is ‘bad’ and your 
vocabulary is ‘bad’?” When confronted with this initial question – a new way of 
looking at themselves as language users – students begin to see themselves in a 
new light: as competent users of English with real ideas to contribute to society.  
It’s been months since I last saw Min Jee, but I still think of her and our series of 
consulting sessions often. I have heard from others that she has successfully 
transitioned into her degree study at the University of South Florida and is doing 
well, which I am happy to hear.  
As Min Jee packed her bag to leave our final session, in which we discussed the 
importance of activism and educating others about the challenges and experiences 
faced by those in the LGBT community, she looked up at me and said, “You 
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know, when I first came here, I thought that all you guys do is correct our 
grammar and tell us what we’re doing wrong. I never thought I’d have a chance to 
talk about these things with anyone, but now I see that your job is more than 
helping us with grammar. You also help us with our everyday lives and our real 
situations, and you help us explore real topics that interest us. I think it’s great.”  
“Let me tell you something. You are here learning English to be somebody in this 
country, in your country, and in the global community, and it’s not your grammar 
that’s going to make people remember you and all of your amazing 
accomplishments. It’s your passion, your motivation, and most of all, your ideas 
and experiences. English is your tool for changing the world, but it’s you that 
people will remember.” 
“You’re right. I’m going to start educating people about these things in my 
country so that we can see some positive change for future LGBT people. It’s my 
responsibility.” She stood up and moved closer to the doorway. 
“Well, when you become one of the most successful LGBT activists in your home 
country and I read about you online and in the newspapers, I’m going to tell 
everyone that I knew you and that I had the privilege of talking with you about 
these issues.”  
“I’m looking forward to that,” she smiled, beaming with prospect as she marched 
out onto the campus and into the world.   
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Section 4: Reports of Language Pedagogy Research 
Conducted at INTO USF 
Learning Idioms for International Students via 
Multimodality: A Case for Students at INTO USF by Babak 
Khoshnevisan, Ph.D. and Rabea Alfahad 
 
Babak Khoshnevisan was a Ph.D. Teaching Assistant in the English Language Program at 
INTO USF. Rabea Alfahad was his colleague in USF’s College of Education’s Technology in 
Education and Second Language Acquisition Doctoral program 
 
Idioms are one of the stumbling blocks that language learners may encounter in 
the process of English language learning (Khoshnevisan, 2019a). The advent of 
technological tools, however, has immensely impacted the process of language 
and teacher education: animated pedagogical agents (Khoshnevisan, 2018a); 
augmented reality apps and language learning (Hadid, Mannion, & Khoshnevisan, 
2019); automatic writing evaluation (AWE) tools (Khoshnevisan, 2019b); 
augmented reality (Khoshnevisan & Le, 2018); idiom in L1 and L2 
(Khoshnevisan, 2019c); augmented reality and teacher education (Khoshnevisan, 
2019d); technology and language education (Khoshnevisan, 2019e); audiotaped 
dialogue journals (Rashtchi & Khoshnevisan, 2008); augmented reality and 
literacy (Park & Khoshnevisan, 2019) to name but a few. To successfully and 
effectively merge technology with daily instructional practices, the authors 
developed and harnessed a website to facilitate idiom learning for international 
students studying idiomatic phrases. To achieve this, the website uses pictorial 
idioms (i.e. idioms that evoke a picture as soon as they are read or articulated). 
For the purpose of this article, the authors will explain (1) pictorial idioms, (2) 
how idiom learning can be facilitated for international students, and (3) how this 
website—embracing multimodality—could serve as a catalyst in learning idioms.  
Introduction 
Figurative language accounts for a plethora of functions in the discourse and 
cognitive make up of language. One of the prominent functions of figurative 
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language is to contribute to comprehending abstract concepts via representing 
them in a rather concrete way. Figurative language is employed to clarify abstract 
concepts by giving a more tangible form of understanding (Beck, 1982; Lakoff & 
Johnson, 1980; Lakoff & Turner, 1989). The literal meaning of idiomatic phrases 
often serves as a catalyst to comprehend their figurative (abstract) meaning. The 
semantic relationship between the two meanings—literal and figurative—stems 
from the type of idioms. For instance, in carry coals to Newcastle, the two 
meanings seem to be irrelevant owing to the fact that an individual might not be 
able to connect the dots between the literal and figurative meanings of the idiom. 
It is, however, worth mentioning that this idiom is cultural. Newcastle is famous 
for producing and exporting coals and carrying coals to Newcastle is, therefore, a 
useless action to undertake. Accordingly, in this type of idiom, the literal and 
figurative meanings of the idiom are associated through an inference. This 
inference stems from culturally shared symbols (Newcastle) and concepts (coals). 
Conversely, in the idiom spill the beans, the relationship between the concrete 
notion of spilling the beans and the abstract meaning of the idiom (reveal a secret) 
is clearer. In this way, idioms are, by and large, non-compositional as individuals 
cannot arrive at the figurative meaning of the idiom via analyzing the constituent 
parts. Consistent with this idea, Cruse (1986) reiterated that the constituent parts 
of idioms (words) are empty in idiomatic phrases. This, however, is not sole and 
final because the idea of non-compositionality (Wasow, Sag, & Nunberg, 1983) 
has been destabilized by other researchers (Gibbs, 1992; Wasow et al., 1983) 
claiming that language learners cannot distance from the literal meaning of the 
idiomatic phrases to arrive at the figurative meaning. Online studies regarding 
processing idiomatic phrases corroborated that learners cannot ignore the literal 
meaning of idioms while accessing the figurative meaning of phrases (Cacciari & 
Gluksberg, 1991; Cacciari & Tabossi, 1988; Blasko & Connine, 1993; Flores 
d’Arcais, 1993; Tabossi & Zardon, 1993).  
Framing the Issue 
Gibbs and his colleagues (Gibbs, 1992; Gibbs & O’Brien, 1990) introduced a 
third type of meaning—conceptual metaphors—that encompasses all but the most 
opaque types of idioms. For instance, Gibbs and O’Brien (1990) noted that there 
are two different conceptual metaphors in the idiom spill the beans. One of the 
conceptual metaphors is conceptualizing the mind as a container. The other one is 
conceptualizing ideas as physical entities. The availability of these conceptual 
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metaphors amounts to the facilitation of comprehension and analyzability. In 
other words, conceptual metaphors culminate in finding the relation between the 
literal and figurative meanings of the idiom. Additionally, Gibbs and O’Brien 
confirmed that images that people associate with idioms are highly conventional. 
They also reported that the image people preferred was a container the size as a 
human’s head and beans were located inside this container (ideas in heads); 
ultimately, the spilling of the beans was an accidental event. The idiom 
comprehension issue is exacerbated when idioms can be literally interpreted. 
These idioms are strongly linked with their concrete meanings and it is unlikely to 
make a link with its abstract meaning. In these terms, it is easier to fashion a 
mental image of concrete concepts rather than abstract concepts (Paivio, Yuille, & 
Madigan, 1968; Schwanenflugel, 1991; Schwanenflugel, Akin, & Luh, 1992). 
Accordingly, it seems to be easier to craft a visual image of the concrete action 
understood by idioms rather than the abstract meaning implied by idioms. The 
role associated with mental images and the pertinent evidence in idiom processing 
has been controversial (Katz, 1989). In terms of mental imagery, Harris, Lahey, 
and Marsalek (1980) stressed that the role of mental imagery in processing and 
comprehension of novel metaphors is key. However, others have noted that the 
role of mental imagery in idiom comprehension is trivial (Honeck, Voegtle, 
Dorfmueller, & Hoffman, 1980; Riechman& Costle, 1980). Gibbs and Wales 
(1990) reported that the possibility of mental imagery creation secures neither the 
production nor the use of these images in a daily conversation. Consistent with the 
above discussion, Riechman and Coste explained “perhaps imagery is important 
in the comprehension of perceptually concrete metaphors just as it may be in the 
comprehension of perceptually concrete nonmetaphorical sentences” (1980, p. 
184). It is, thus, evident that people develop a mental image for the literal 
meaning that is a vehicle to figurative meanings. It then can be concluded that 
imagery is vital in the process of idiom learning. 
Making the Case 
Idioms vary based on their both semantic and syntactic properties. In the case of 
semantically transparent idioms, the literal meanings of idioms are strongly linked 
with their figurative meanings and there is little difference between the image of 
the literal meaning and that of the figurative meaning. In contrast, in opaque 
idioms, where the literal and figurative meanings are unrelated, the literal image 
of the idiom overcomes. Another important point to ponder is the term 
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‘familiarity’. Familiar idioms evoke figurative/abstract images long before 
language learners literally process the idiom components (individual words). It is, 
thus, evident that the figurative meaning of familiar idioms is readily available. 
Contrary to familiar idioms, the literal image of unfamiliar idioms takes over. The 
two mentioned factors—transparency and familiarity—have significant impact on 
the type of imagery produced by language learners.  
To capture the difficulties of idiom processing and comprehension, and drawing 
on the theory of multimodality, the authors crafted and employed a website to 
introduce pictorial idioms through multimodality (audio, video, example 
sentences, and translations). The idioms were presented through multimodality 
(Kress & Leeuwen, 2001). In light of this, the website engages students with 
different modes of learning (audio and visual). Table 1 shows how the website 
affords learners with the image, audio, video, and translation of the idioms. 
Drawing on the Idiom Diffusion Model (Liontas, 1999), the idioms fall under 3 
categories (lexical level, semi-lexical level, and post lexical level). Liontas (2002) 
explains: at one end of this Lexical-Image Continuum are target-language idioms 
that exhibit a one-to-one lexical and pictorial match with corresponding native-
language idioms; the term Lexical Level (LL) idioms will be used to describe this 
type of idiom. At the other end of this continuum are target language idioms that 
do not match native-language idioms either lexically or pictorially; these are 
called Post-Lexical Level (PLL) idioms. Somewhere in the middle of this 
continuum are target-language idioms which, although they exemplify to a large 
extent the one-to-one lexical and pictorial correspondence of LL idioms, may or 
may not use all the same individual words as native- language idioms and may 
differ by only a few or even just one word; these are referred to as Semi-Lexical 
Level (SLL) idioms. (p. 5) 
Table 2 presents the idioms used in this website at different levels (LL, SLL, and 
PLL). Idioms at the lexical level needed less context, however, idioms at the post-
lexical level require maximum context so learners can guess the figurative 
meaning of these idioms (Khoshnevisan, 2019a).  
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Table 1. Different Modes of Learning Idioms 
Mode of learning Sample 
 
 
 
 
Video 
 
 
 
 
 
Audio 
 
 
 
 
 
Image 
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Translation 
 
 
Table 2. The idioms used for the study 
Lexical level Post-lexical Level 
Cat got your tongue To be all thumbs 
Knock on wood People who live in glass houses should not 
throw stones 
All ears Every cloud has a silver lining 
Semi-lexical Level Sit on the fence 
Get off my back It costs an arm and a leg 
Don’t cry over spilled milk Kick the bucket 
Cry wolf Do not bite the hand that feeds you 
Let sleeping dogs lie  
Shake a leg  
This is way over my head  
Out of the frying pan into the fire  
Dig your own grave  
 
Idiom competency is developed in rather later stages of language learning. Hence, 
idiom learning tools such as this website are useful for students at upper 
intermediate and advanced levels. Students in the Academic English program at 
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INTO USF may fall under any level ranging from 1 to 6. These students choose 
elective courses such as creative writing courses. Students in these courses are to 
develop a story-telling style of writing. They can go above and beyond writing 
essays and stories and compose poems. Writing in this genre needs a competency 
over idiomatic language—an important module of figurative writing. 
Accordingly, the authors crafted and developed the website to help students 
develop a sense of idiomatic/figurative language. Working on idiomatic language 
via a website contributed to developing students’ knowledge of idioms during 
creative writing courses. Our findings center on the students’ writing as 
assignments, class projects, and informal chats with the students in the class. We 
examined the usefulness of this website with two sections of creative writing to 
investigate the use of tools like this in processing and comprehension of the 
figurative language.  
Pedagogical Implications 
Teaching and learning idiomatic language to international students was both fun 
and challenging. Our students had almost no arsenal of figurative language in 
their toolbox of English language. Idioms are not all the same. It is, thus, clear 
that teaching, processing, and learning idioms do not take place in the same 
manner. Multimodality affords both teachers and learners to acquire idioms from 
many different ways. Multimodality covers learners with an array of learning 
styles (auditory and visual). It also aligns with the idiom levels. Idioms that are 
purely pictorial might be easier to learn and one picture may suffice for language 
learners to arrive at the figurative meaning of them. However, cultural idioms—
the ones that stem from the target culture and which students may not be able to 
guess the meaning of from the context provided—must be accompanied by their 
translation so learners can understand them (Khoshnevisan, 2019a). Khoshnevisan 
(2019b) posits that idiom assessment may come in different forms. However, the 
level of idioms should be taken into account prior to designing an appropriate 
idiom test. It demonstrates that the level of idioms imposes a challenge in learning 
idioms.  
Another important point is that the L1 equivalent of the idiom might be different 
for international students because they have different L1. This compounds the 
situation and educators need to give their students more time to process the idiom. 
An idiom L1 equivalent might be pictorial for Chinese students and cultural for 
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Arab students. Iranian students may not have an equivalent for that idiom in their 
L1. Accordingly, language educators are highly recommended to take these points 
into account before designing technological tools to teach idioms. 
Conclusion 
In this article, we detailed that technology has been incorporated in the field of 
language/teacher education in the United States (Khoshnevisan, 2019f). Multiple 
researchers have used an array of technologies to facilitate the process of idiom 
learning. To merge technology with daily instructional practices, the authors 
employed a website to facilitate idiom learning process for international students 
studying creative writing courses at INTO USF. To achieve that, the website used 
pictorial idioms (the idioms that evoke a picture as soon as they are read or 
articulated) at three different levels proposed by Liontas (1999)—lexical level, 
semi-lexical level, and post-lexical level. To cover learners across the continuum 
ranging from auditory to visual learners, the authors employed multimodality to 
introduce the idioms. The use of this website in creative writing courses indicates 
that learners with different learning styles and educators with different 
instructional strategies might be able to harness a website like this to present 
idioms that are deeply rooted in culture (culture-bound idioms). The website can 
be a great resource for self-study as it explains the ins and outs of idioms online. 
To design websites like this, one needs to cross the t’s and dot the i’s. Nonetheless 
you may not be able to include all international students with different L1s. 
However, our experiences suggest that multimodality can safeguard the inclusion 
of more language learners while learning pictorial idioms. Consistent with 
Khoshnevisan (2020), this type of material aligns with the digital native 
generation who are engaged with computers and tablets. The students at INTO 
USF are predominantly young language learners. It then comes as no surprise that 
this specific population and other language learners in this age range may become 
interested in and motivated with this idiom website. 
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Multiculturalism, Student Generations and Rubrics by 
Estrella Garcia-Calvo, Ph.D. Senior ESL Instructor at INTO USF 
 
“Teacher don’t give us the rubric” was my international students’ recurrent 
remark several semesters ago. Given the importance of rubrics as an assessment 
tool, I began to conduct research on how INTO -USF international students’ 
cultures and generations could be affecting their reluctance towards the use of 
rubrics. Informal conversations with students, surveys, and online discussions 
served as the basis to propose alternative approaches to potentially optimize the 
status quo. 
Multiple scholars (Becker, 2016; Fehmit Turgut, 2015; Fluckiger, 2010; Stevens 
& Levi, 2005) underline the significant role that rubrics play in the assessment 
process. Stevens and Levi (2005) introduce them as tools that facilitate 
international students’ process of acculturation in American universities where 
participants are required to be the masters of their own learning, think critically, 
and assess themselves (p. 64), a regular component of INTO USF’s curriculum. 
The authors also emphasize the benefits of involving students in rubric 
construction to empower them as important “stakeholders in the educational 
process” (p. 49), a co-constructive strategy that aligns perfectly with INTO USF 
“student-centered” marker of best practice that intertwines content and 
cooperative practices.  
To validate my initial intuitions, I created three different surveys to be responded 
to by 70 Millennial and Generation Z graduate and undergraduate students at 
INTO USF. The first one studied the correlation between rubric preference and 
cultures; the second one analyzed the potential influence of student generations in 
rubric choice; and the third one was an assessment instrument where students 
evaluated their participation as rubric co-creators. The results showed that (a) 
89% of the students stated that rubrics were not part of their home countries’ 
curriculum and assessment practices, even though they acknowledged their 
importance to better understand their assignments and teachers’ grades; (b) 60.9% 
favored Fluckiger’s (2010) “Single Point Rubric” due to its descriptive nature; 
and (c) 88.8 % of the participants from different generations agreed that 
cooperating with their instructor to create or modify rubrics “as long as it is clear 
what it is expected” [participant comment] was extremely helpful. Both 
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Millennials and Generation Z-ers commented that cocreation would help them 
understand their assignments better and, ultimately, succeed in American 
universities. Collaboration was genuinely favored by both generation groups 
despite Z-ers being more individualistic in nature. 
This empirical study could lead ESL teachers to reflect on the type of rubric to 
share with their students. Considering factors such as international students’ lack 
of previous academic contact with rubrics, their need for descriptive assessment, 
the non-generational orientation to design and co-create, and the recognition of 
the multiple high level critical thinking skills involved in the process of rubric 
creation might minimize the incidence of the remark “teacher, don’t give us the 
rubric, please. “ 
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Idioms: Perceptions of International Students at INTO 
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Background 
Idiom learning notoriously imposes a severe challenge on the process of language 
education. Liontas (1999) characterizes idiomatic competence as "the ability to 
understand and use idioms appropriately and accurately in a variety of 
sociocultural contexts, in a manner similar to that of native speakers, and with the 
least amount of mental effort.” (p. 441). Idioms inherently burgeon hardships in 
learning a second language as they bear two aspects—literal and figurative 
meanings. Idioms have constituent parts that may literally mean one thing. 
However, the figurative meaning of idioms is not decodable. For example, the 
idiom it rains cats and dogs has a literal meaning, which does not lead to 
understanding the figurative meaning of the idiom. It then imposes extra 
processing to the understanding process to arrive at the figurative meaning of the 
idiomatic phrase—it rains heavily.  
As Khoshnevisan (2019e) reports, “ongoing technological advances have 
extensively altered the landscape of language education worldwide” (p. 12). 
Khoshnevisan (2019f) explains how different programs in the United States have 
adopted an array of technological tools in the spectrum of technologies ranging 
from media to emerging technologies. The onset of this trend goes back to World 
War II. He reports that this trend has exponentially increased in post-world war 
language programs in the United States. To facilitate the process of 
idiom/language learning, researchers have employed different instructional 
strategies: literacy and augmented reality (Park & Khoshnevisan, 2019); 
augmented reality and teacher education (Khoshnevisan, 2019c); augmented 
reality (Khoshnevisan & Le, 2018); audiotaped dialogue journals (Rashtchi & 
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Khsohnevisan, 2008); AR-infused apps (Hadid, Mannion, Khoshnevisan, 2019). 
To facilitate the process of idioms learning, different researchers have harnessed a 
variety of tools and technological tools: Humorous visuals (Gharderi & Afshinfar, 
2014); Pictures (Andarab & Rouhi, 2014); Disney movies (Khoshniyat & 
Dowlatabadi, 2014); using apps (Amer, 2014); and animated pedagogical agents 
(Khoshnevisan, 2018a). One of the tools to facilitate language education is 
animated pedagogical agents (APAs). Multiple researchers have employed APAs 
in their studies to make digital learning more life-like and therefore foster a 
natural communication and enhance learning (Godwin-Jones, 2007; Kort, Reilly 
& Picard, 2001; Massaro, Cohen, Beskow, Daniel & Cole, 2000; Mostow & Aist, 
1999; Takeuchi, Katagiri, & Takahashi, 2001). It is, however, true that L1 plays a 
crucial role in idioms learning. Khoshnevisan (2019d) highlights: “Teaching 
idioms is a daunting task that takes both knowledge and perseverance from both 
educators and learners. Learners’ L1 idiomatic competence is a determining factor 
in learning L2 idioms. Another factor is the difficulty level of an idiom—either 
the figurative meaning or the picture triggered by the idiom—which is measured 
based on the learners’ L1.” (Para. 6)  
It then appears that material development for idiom learning lags behind other 
language skills and subskills. Khoshnevisan (2020, para 1) reiterates that 
“materials development stands at the forefront of language education. Materials 
are the most important toolbox that both language educators and learners need to 
use.” He goes on to explain: “Prior to the widespread adoption of digital 
technology, materials development was inherently of a different world. As digital 
technology has advanced and matured, the need for a drastic change in 
instructional materials continues to rapidly grow. This is, however, not to say that 
digital technology has mushroomed the materials development plateau” 
(Khoshnevisan, 2020, para. 2). 
 
Definition of Animated Pedagogical Agents (APAs) 
In a computer-enhanced environment, APAs are virtual characters that contribute 
to improving learning (Macedonia, Bergmann, & Roithmayr, 2014). Animated 
agents are virtual characters who demonstrate facial expressions, gestures, 
movements, and speech to facilitate students’ engagement in the learning 
environment (Hong, Chen, & Lan, 2014, p. 379). It is deemed that these life-like 
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characters significantly contribute to enhancing computer-mediated environments, 
students’ engagement, and motivation (Berry, Butler, & De Rosis, 2005). These 
APAs facilitate and communicate both verbal and non-verbal forms of social 
interaction leading to more effective communication. APAs serve as personal 
tutors supplying learners with advice to facilitate the process of language learning.  
 
APAs and Videos 
To design videos using APAs, the authors employed multimedia principles 
developed by Meyer (2005). Khoshnevisan (2018a) posits that segmenting, 
personalization, and pre-training are prominent principles of the multimedia 
theory proposed by Mayer (2005) that need to be taken into account to create 
quality educational videos. For designing appropriate material, these principles 
need to be met. Drawing on idiom learning, Khoshnevisan (2018a) characterizes 
these principles as:  
• “Segmenting: continuous presentation is broken up into smaller chunks to 
help the learner represent each segment in detail. It includes constituent 
components of idioms, which are single words. Once the constituent parts of 
idioms are leatned, they will be engaged in pictures, dialogues, and tasks to 
practice the idiom in context. Frequent exposure to the idiom on a daily basis 
can enhance the chance of learning it.  
• Pre-training is the first step toward idiom mastery. It can be an awareness of 
what they are supposed to learn later. For example, if the idiom is a vivid 
phrasal idioms (Liontas, 2002), then provide students with the image through 
an animated agent and personalized narration. In case there is a proverb to 
present, the related story can be brought into learner’s attention through the 
same animated pedagogical agent. The use of modality principle can harness 
the potentials of an app to expedite the process of idiom learning. It is a 
technique, which aids direct attention to the spoken text in order to offload the 
visual channel. This way learners do not experience cognitive load.  
• Personalization: using a conversational rather than a formal style seems to be 
facilitative. If the pedagogical agent interacts with learners, then it is 
consistent with constructivism where the learner is engaged in learning. 
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Authentic tasks by the agent, sharing knowledge, gap filling, and focus on 
output can be all realized by a smart animated pedagogical agent. (p. 84) 
Drawing on the principles of the multimedia theory proposed by Mayer (2005), 
the authors developed APAs within idiom educational videos to not only motivate 
language learners but also facilitate the process of idiom learning. Table 1 
showcases the APAs and the pertinent pictures for the idioms used in this study. 
Table 1. The pertinent APAs and pictures for the idioms used 
Spill the beans To smell a rat 
 
 
To lose one’s shirt To talk through one’s hat 
  
To pull someone’s leg Money talks 
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Shoot the breeze  
 
 
Methodology 
In this study, the authors employed an explanatory case study to dive into the 
perceptions of international students about using animated pedagogical agents to 
learn idioms. This kind of study enables researchers to uncover part and parcel of 
international students’ perceptions and experiences about learning idioms. 
Participants 
The authors recruited 20 international students who volunteered to participate in 
the study. The students were following a higher intermediate listening and 
speaking course (Academic Interactions, level 4) at INTO USF. They were from 
different countries (China, Oman, Saudi Arabia, and Vietnam), with the age range 
from 18 to 25. The participants had a strong background in English education 
back in their countries and were studying English at INTO USF for their second 
semester.  
Instruments 
The researchers developed an online questionnaire (Appendix A) to take different 
aspects of animated pedagogical agents into account and to better comprehend 
and gain insight into the students’ perceptions and experiences. The participants’ 
one-page writings about their experiences regarding using animated pedagogical 
agents in learning idioms deepened the researchers’ perceptions of the 
respondents’ views.  
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Data Collection and Interpretation 
The related data were collected via an online questionnaire, one-page writing of 
the participants about their experiences, and finally, informal chats with the 
students. Following Strauss and Corbin (1990), the researchers analyzed the data 
via the Constant Comparative Method and employed three levels of analysis as 
follows: 
● Open coding: “The process of breaking down, examining, comparing, 
conceptualizing, and categorizing data” (p. 61). 
● Axial coding: “A set of procedures whereby data are put back together in 
new ways after open coding, by making connections between categories. 
This is done by utilizing a coding paradigm involving conditions, context, 
action/interactional strategies and consequences” (p. 96). 
● Selective coding: “The process of selecting the core category, 
systematically relating it to other categories, validating those relationships, 
and filling in categories that need further refinement and development” (p. 
116). 
Text Analysis 
Text analysis enables a researcher to dive into the most frequent words in the 
collected data. It portrays a visual snapshot of the perceptions and experiences of 
the participants in a study. In so doing, the researchers collected the most used 
words by the participants and created a word cloud. Table 2 depicts the word 
cloud made by the most frequent words used by the participants of the study.  
Table 2. Word clouds 
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Findings and Discussion 
The word clouds indicate that the participants were preoccupied with videos, 
pictures, and examples. The clouds suggest that the participants could establish 
the link between idioms and culture. They also reported that this method helped 
them learn idioms. Additionally, the participants implicitly mentioned the role of 
pronunciation and meaning of the components of individual idiomatic phrases. 
The literal processing of the constituents of idioms is consistent with many prior 
studies conducted by both idiomatologists and linguistics of the field (Bobrow & 
Bell, 1973; Swinney & Cutler, 1979; Liontas, 1999). The participants also 
highlighted that idioms were both incredible and confusing. It is worth 
mentioning that the participants found this method of presentation helpful for 
understanding the figurative meaning of idioms. They also reiterated that using 
pictures played a primary role in learning idioms. These idioms were tightly 
related to pictures, and the idiomatic phrases inherently evoked an image in 
learners’ minds that might fall in a spectrum of possibility ranging from 
overlapping with the L1 counterparts to contrasting with them. The researchers 
analyzed the text (one-page ideas & online questionnaire) based on the constant 
comparative method and identified the following themes: 
Positive Points 
Without a doubt, animated pedagogical agents have promises to offer. In this 
section, we present excerpts from the participants’ experiences, which highlight 
the positive aspects of these technological tools in learning idioms. In this sense, 
the participants reported: 
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“A good style in presenting idioms and the way the video was presented was 
amazing, and the character was good too.” 
“When you uploaded it to YouTube, and many students see it as a good way to 
teach so that the largest possible number of foreign students can benefit from it. I 
wish more idioms because it helped me a lot.” 
Negative Points 
In contrast to the discussion mentioned earlier, some complexities exist with 
animated pedagogical agents that cannot be ignored. Although most issues 
considered are attributed to videos and examples, we put forth ideas of the 
participants regarding the problems that this method brings about. Prior studies 
(Khoshnevisan, 2019a) show that the participants were interested in videos with 
no more than half a minute to learn idioms with example sentences. However, in 
the current study, the participants were interested in longer videos.  
“Videos are very short; it is preferable to have more than one illustrative example 
so that the full term becomes clear to us.” 
Levels of Idioms and the Role of Context 
Idioms come at different levels in terms of processing their figurative meaning. In 
this sense, context plays an essential role in decoding the figurative meaning of 
idioms. Animated pedagogical agents exploited audio, video, and pictures to 
facilitate the process of learning: 
“Some idioms I didn't understand at the beginning; however, when I listened to 
the examples that motioned in the video, the idiom became clearer, so I like the 
usage of the examples in the video too. I also like listening to the pronunciation of 
some words. I suggest using more examples in each video.” 
“I think [teacher] did a good job when he explained the idioms to his language. 
Learning only words and trying to understand the meaning of these is not as 
efficient as recalling the idioms and use to participate or interact with people. 
People will understand the meaning of what you want to say, and the effect will 
be super.” 
“I watched the idioms videos. I think it’s good for me. I can learn some traditional 
words from it. In my opinion, idioms instead of the culture of this country. They 
bring us into this country quickly. According to the video, it’s clear to show the 
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meaning of the idioms. If it can add some real scenes about these idioms, it will 
be more helpful in understanding. Such as real conversation, a part of the film, 
and so on.” 
Literal Processing 
The participants reported that they used literal processing in case an idiom was 
unfamiliar (consistent with Liontas, 1999). Literal processing posits that language 
learners heavily rely on their L1 idiomatic competence, and this contributes to 
decoding the figurative meaning of idioms. However, the first stage is processing 
the literal meaning of the individual words of idioms to test if the figurative 
meaning can be decoded.  
“My opinion of drive somebody up a wall: When I first see this work, my 
understand of this word is make somebody up a wall, so it’s so confusing because 
how to drive somebody up a wall. I think drive is used to be drive the car, so it’s 
confusing that drive somebody. What’s more, I think it’s an interesting word after 
I understand it because it means to annoy someone a lot, and it also make sense to 
connect with “drive somebody up a wall.”  
Idioms are Pictorial 
Many idiomatologists in the field detailed that idioms are pictorial, and they 
evoke pictures as soon as they are heard. This view, of course, does not apply to 
all idioms. However, it is true for pictorial idioms or vivid phrasal (VP) idioms, as 
Liontas (1999) so termed.  
“After I watched the videos. the voice was clear, and I like how the designer used 
the pictures to clarify the meaning of the idioms and used the appropriate 
vocabulary to communicate the meaning to the listener.” 
In response to what was the most helpful tool in learning idioms, as shown in 
Table 3, 50% of the participants used videos to decode the idioms. However, 20% 
utilized example sentences to reach the figurative meaning of the idioms. This 
result was followed by the scenarios used, pictures, and translations with 15%, 
10%, and 5%, respectively.  
The online questionnaire indicated that the participants invariably noticed the face 
as well as the movement of the APAs. It is then vital to pay undivided attention 
when designing APAs for a different audience. Table 4 shows the percentage of 
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the participants and the amount of attention they paid to APAs. According to the 
online questionnaire results, the vast majority of the participants found APAs 
likable and useful. The results suggest that over two-thirds of the participants 
(73%) liked APAs. Furthermore, over half of the participants (52%) found APAs 
useful. It is worth mentioning that only 2% of the participants reported APAs as 
not helpful.  
Table 3. Helpful Tools in Learning Idioms  
Tools Percentage 
Videos 50% 
Example sentences 20% 
Scenarios 15% 
Pictures 10% 
Translations 5% 
Table 4. The percentage and the scale of attention paid to APAs 
Scale Percentage 
10 42.1% 
9 10.5% 
8 26.3% 
7 5.3% 
6 5.3% 
5 10.5% 
Pedagogical Implications and Limitations 
Learning idioms is a herculean task for international students because it 
encompasses the processing of the literal meaning (processing of the meaning of 
the idiom components) and a figurative meaning. There is a myriad of tools that 
might facilitate this process. APAs are one of the many tools that can serve as a 
catalyst in this process. The results of this study imply that APAs have the 
potential to unlock language learners’ capabilities when it comes to learning 
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idioms. It also offers different modes of learning (multimodality). Put it 
differently, APAs expose learners to different modes of learning (audio, video, 
and pictures). APAs consist of not only multimodality but also example sentences 
and definitions. These affordances can bring about unique learning experiences 
for international English language learners. Language educators—regardless of 
the concepts such as nativeness (Khoshnevisan, 2019 g) — can either learn to 
develop these technological tools or utilize the ready-made APAs.  
One of the limitations in designing APAs is that language educators who are not 
familiar with computer design and are therefore less confident in embedding 
APAs in their material might not be able to integrate APAs in their lessons (Tsou, 
Wang, & Li, 2002). This lack of confidence in tailoring technology-mediated 
material for language learners exists across the field (Khoshnevisan & Le, 2018). 
However, this position does not imply that language/teacher educators are unable 
to harness these technological tools. There is a myriad of platforms and 
applications to exploit and develop these APAs that do not require much 
knowledge of IT. 
Conclusion 
There is prolific literature concerning idiom learning in L1 and L2 contexts. 
Nonetheless, teaching and learning idioms is an oft-neglected topic in second and 
foreign language education when it comes to international students. Idiom 
learning by international students in an ESL context is under-researched, and our 
understanding regarding the instructional strategies and learning styles used is 
limited. This article explored the perceptions and experiences of international 
students studying at INTO USF to investigate their learning styles and preferences 
while learning idioms via videos. The findings revealed that while APAs have 
many merits such as multimodality and definitions, designing technological tools 
for international students with different backgrounds and L1s is not easy, and 
APAs are no exception. The results of this study suggest that pictures, if 
effectively integrated into the process of idiom learning, can and should facilitate 
the process in varying degrees depending on how pictorial the idiom is termed. 
Furthermore, using multimodality in teaching idioms helps us cover learners with 
different learning styles. All in all, APAs contribute to facilitating the process of 
idiom learning.  
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Appendix A 
Online Questionnaire 
Name: 
Years of studying English: 
Nationality: 
1. Describe your experience with the animated pedagogical agents used? 
2. What do you like to see in the APAs? 
3. What kind of character or clothes, or skin color do you like to see in the character? 
4. What type of pronunciation do you like to hear in the APAs? 
4. What type of pronunciation do you like to hear in the APAs? 
5. Did APAs help you in understanding idioms? 
6. Did you notice APAs? 
7. Were APAs helpful for your learning? 
8. What you did not like about APAs, and why? Can we change this? 
9. What is your favorite APA? 
10. Do you like to see an APA while learning English? 
11. Did the face or movement of APAs help you learn idioms? 
12. Which idioms need an APA? 
13. Tell me what you liked or disliked about APAs? 
14. From 1-10 to what extent were APAs useful? 
1   2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
15. From 1-10, to what extent did you like APAs? 
1   2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
16. From 1-10, to what extent did you find APAs useful? 
1   2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
17. How did you learn idioms? 
18. Which idiom was harder, and which easier to learn and why? 
19. Which one helped you more to learn idioms? 
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Section 5: INTO USF responds to COVID-19 
conditions 
 
INTO USF and the Covid shift Adapted to article by Jane Harvey, Ph.D. 
University Support Coordinator 
 
This article contains accounts of changes some INTO USF employees had to 
make during the sudden transition to virtual and online instruction and interaction 
with students due to the Covid 19 pandemic during the 2019 Summer semester. 
These accounts were submitted by the individuals named.  
Joao Pedro Pinto, Into USF’s Marketing and Recruitment Assistant, described 
how our Marketing and Recruitment department was one of many that had to be 
logistically reorganized. As a Communications and Recruitment Assistant, he was 
able to continue to perform his communications duties, as if he were still in the 
office. However, he had always performed campus tours and helped prospective 
students in person. With the pandemic, he was obliged to conduct virtual campus 
tours with prospective students and advertise them through our social media. In 
his words “It has been a fun time – we used the virtual platform on USF’s 
website, and performed tours with many students all at once.” 
Deepa V Malavalli, adjunct ESL instructor, talked more generally about her 
experiences and thoughts. She found teaching from home to be an interesting 
experience with both positives and negatives. She believes online instruction 
helps students organize their lives better especially if they have children or 
responsibilities. However, some students learn better in the classroom because 
there is more room for collaborations and meeting with their peers. She described 
how, sometimes, she had to connect with students at odd times to clarify content, 
which would have been easily conveyed in a classroom.  
Tamara McLaughlin, Senior Instructor II, described in detail one major change 
that was worked out as a result of the shift to online instruction. In the Spring 
semester, two key decisions were made by the Curriculum Team, of which 
Tamara was a member. One was that all textbooks needed to be online, so the 
team had to work with textbook publishers to ensure students had access to online 
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textbooks for the Summer 2020 session. The other was that INTO USF would 
provide the e-texts for all AE students. It was “a heavy lift” for all to get the 
processes in place, especially for the administrators overseeing them. It also 
required the evaluation and selection of new books when an e-book was not 
available. The process of getting AE students access to their e-books involved a 
communication that went out to AE students regarding their books and 
notification to teachers. At the outset of the semester, instructors had to provide 
AE students with the codes that would enable the students to access their books. 
Associate Director Dr. Ariadne Miranda and Tamara long discussed ways to get 
around the fact that some AE students bought old editions of a text, some bought 
editions with the answers to activities already provided, some students did not buy 
their books, and some waited until weeks into the semester. Using only online 
texts that were provided by the institution gave the answer to those problems. 
EAP students, on the other hand, had to be guided in accessing their books. For 
example, in the case of EAP 1851 UG, the book was linked to MacMillan 
publishing in the Canvas navigation bar, which was a new experience for both 
instructors and students.  
Brian Goercke, Student Services Manager, described how INTO USF’s Student 
Services worked with a variety of campus stakeholders, including the USF 
Counseling Center, Campus Recreation, USF Emergency Management, Victim 
Advocacy, Student Health Services and the Wellness Center. This is his account 
of the cross-unit collaborations: 
“We have consulted with Campus Recreation to promote different types of stay-
at-home physical fitness regimens. We have also promoted several of the 
Counseling Center's digital drop-in groups, including ‘Thriving through COVID-
19 while far from home’ and ‘Making Sense of Now & Beyond’. We have 
consulted with Student Health Services to remain informed of Pharmacy, Clinic, 
and Food Pantry services on-campus, which we have provided to students. We 
have reached out to students about Hurricane Awareness information and have 
received permission from Emergency Management to include personal email 
addresses of their personnel in case students have additional questions. Our 
Engagement Department is conducting regular online activities to give our 
students opportunities to connect with each other, play games, and discuss movies 
and television shows. Also, we have promoted our Urgent Inquiries phone 
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regularly, encouraging students to contact us telephonically for any urgent 
questions.”  
In terms of connecting with students, Brian describes how he connects with 
students via email and the Urgent Inquiries phone. Sometimes students contact 
him after he has sent out an email blast to promote a particular service. Students 
also reach out to Student Services if they have particular challenges or questions. 
Brian explains how “Quite often, the student just doesn't know who to contact, 
and they reach out to me. Sometimes we are most helpful to students by simply 
connecting them to the right person or department.” In conclusion, Brian writes 
“Building strong inter- and intra-departmental relations has proven to be a major 
asset. The more we liaise with each other, and with our stakeholders, the more 
information and resources we can provide to students. Additionally, learning 
different ways to reach out to students is also helpful. Email is not always the 
ideal method of communication, so this pandemic has taught us to be creative in 
reaching out to our students.”  
 
These accounts reflect the dedication and innovation that INTO USF employees 
have demonstrated throughout the ten years of INTO USF’s existence, and that 
Executive Director, Sean Gilmore recognized and praised (see introductory 
article).  
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INTO USF’s Learning Resource Center’s response to 
COVID conditions by Jordan Walters, Andrei Danila, Donna Rock 
 
Jordan Walters is Assistant Director, Learning Resource Services; Andrei Danila is Learning 
Resource Services Coordinator for Learning and Testing; Donna Rock is Learning Resource 
Services Coordinator for Learning and Management 
 
It was a dark and stormy night… The coronavirus was lurking in the shadows, 
ready to strike, unbeknownst to the good people in the LRS, who were happily 
enjoying their evening ginger tea, while planning their next face to face sessions 
with their innocent students. The world seemed to be happy and safe. Only one of 
them, a timeless man known to have had mystical bouts of dark power, Drac, felt 
on his back the chill of what was to come… Just kidding. Here we go. 
 The INTO USF Learning Resource Services Team has definitely been through a 
bumpy ride with the abrupt shift to online classes and Consulting sessions. 
However, this proved to be an extremely useful learning curve for all of us, 
students, consultants and admins, as we navigated the unexpected new ways of 
offering services. 
Beginning with the fact that the shift happened almost overnight, and a week 
sooner than we had anticipated, we had to adapt our plan quickly, while making 
sure that students and consultants are still in a safe and productive environment. 
In a matter of days, we created online versions for our University Culture and 
Skills classes, GRE/GMAT classes, English Language for Mathematics, as well 
as transferring all Consulting sessions to Teams. 
The initial challenge was definitely understanding the technology that most of us 
had never used before, setting up our hardware and software, and understanding 
and applying the protocols for a synchronous online consulting session or class. 
This required tremendous amounts of time, study, research, and flexibility for 
everyone. We gradually developed a more and more complex awareness of things 
we had never considered before: the visual background of our homes, the sounds 
in the background, members of the family or pets passing through the field of 
view of the camera, as well as the perceived “intrusion” in our homes. Suddenly, 
unless we crammed ourselves in a corner of our living room, a good part of our 
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most personal space was exposed to the people we were meeting with, colleagues 
or students. Gradually, we learned to manage that, and, as technology developed 
to meet the new needs of the users, we benefited from the life-saving fake 
backgrounds, or created “official” offices in our homes. 
At the same time, our front-line colleagues had the difficult task of making sure 
that students understand the massive changes, and that they have access to the 
programs, procedures, and, most importantly, quality services. They also needed 
to create a safe space for students to be able to express being overwhelmed in the 
middle of a pandemic half a world away from home, or feeling insecure or unsafe 
in the new online environment with raw procedures, hit or miss attempts at 
meetings, while they were receiving tens of emails daily with what they had to do. 
From all of the above we saw emerging the strength, the cohesion, the 
professionalism, and the humanity of all the LRS Team members. We had 
Consultants who instantly took over a technical troubleshooting list that they 
updated daily and shared with everyone, we had Admins who made themselves 
available 7 days a week for all Consultants and colleagues, we had Consultants 
who encouraged and supported students on all levels during their sessions. There 
was no complaint about the difficulty of the tasks, there was no hesitation. 
Everyone joined in, relying on each other, and the LRS Team, along with all the 
students who received services from us, became more than a Team – we morphed 
into a strong professional Community which was based on mutual support, 
flexibility, and driven by the desire to adapt quickly, and thrive in the new world. 
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From ‘what if’ to ‘now what?’: Post-COVID-19 
Language Education at INTO USF by Babak Khoshnevisan, Ph.D. 
 
Babak Khoshnevisan was a Ph.D. Teaching Assistant in the English Language Program at 
INTO USF. 
INTO USF 
INTO USF has helped international student from 2010 to not only survive but 
also to flourish in US higher education. Providing a variety of both pathway and 
English language courses, INTO USF makes a concerted effort to familiarize 
international students with sociocultural norms in North America and beyond. 
The backbone of the INTO mission is to enable and encourage international 
students to assimilate with the target culture while honing their language skills. 
INTO USF started working with international students in 2010. INTO USF offers 
an array of programs including undergraduate and graduate pathway, Academic 
English, and Summer programs. Living and learning in Tampa, Florida is a 
unique experience to assimilate with the American lifestyle, which facilitates 
learning sociocultural norms. Together, this prepares the next generation of world 
citizens. It is true that INTO USF aims big and many may deem that it is mutually 
exclusive to teach English and cultural norms. However, INTO USF has the 
recipe for success.  
Challenges  
It is true that in the middle of difficulty lies opportunity. INTO USF has 
encountered challenges of different types and successfully tackled them to help 
international students have a unique learning experience. However, COVID-19 
has been, thus far, the biggest challenge that not only INTO USF but also the 
world of education has witnessed. It was long deemed that “the ongoing 
technological advances have extensively altered the landscape of language 
education worldwide” (Khoshnevisan, 2019a, p. 12). Until lately, no one could 
imagine a challenge that would transform the face of education worldwide. The 
false awakening was ephemeral and soon the world of education has come to 
recognize that novel challenges such as COVID-19 have the potential to impose 
changes on the medium of instruction. The current pandemic has indicated that 
our immediate environment is not as resilient as we once thought. Accordingly, 
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educators around the world are hard pressed to craft alternatives toface-to-face 
sessions and INTO USF is no exception.  
Institutions have been seeking after an efficient medium/method to deliver the 
content worldwide. With the advent of technology and technological tools, 
especially in the post-world war era, the landscape of language education 
experienced all forms of technologies (Khoshnevisan, 2019b). Technology, by 
and of itself, makes no significant difference. However, as different technologies 
advanced, education, in general, was dramatically changed. This change in the 
face of education emerged in the form of material development (Khoshnevisan, 
2020). The trend of evolution in the language education is well reflected and 
manifested in the technology-infused material. 
To publicize technology for language education, educators also need to be 
digitally literate. To do so, teacher educators need to (re)imagine novel ways of 
instruction via technology. Educators, for good or bad, are not generally computer 
savvy and thus heavily rely on the material available in the market. To adopt 
technology-infused material in practice, educators need to feel the urge to harness 
technology in their practice. COVID-19 could help us spread the world. On this 
account the pertinent literature is interspersed with a variety of studies that have 
focused on the term technology. To realize a quality pedagogy by the use of 
technology, we need educators who are “challenged to pose new questions that 
current research literature has just begun to address to push the course boundaries 
toward a state-of-the-art pedagogy” (Khoshnevisan, 2019c, para. 10).  
Khoshnevisan (2019c), speaks to the importance of emerging technologies such 
as augmented reality (AR) and that their role in language education is key. He 
highlights that “Preservice teachers bring certain expectations to classrooms that 
are partly formed by their prior knowledge and partly formed by the training 
courses they have passed. It is not surprising that their expectations do not align 
with the reality of teaching in a physical classroom” (Para. 7). He also mentions 
that the first step in employing emerging technologies is to educate language 
educators through teacher education courses. Accordingly, we need to reevaluate 
the quality of these courses to adapt their content based upon the realities in the 
outside world. He also asserts that educators “must be able to diagnose students’ 
learning needs and choose from the vast array of best practices in language 
teaching approaches and strategies (in ESL, EFL, and second language 
acquisition) to create their instructional material. Only then will these 
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practitioners be able to appropriately tailor the course material based on the 
students’ needs.” (Para. 9) 
Khoshnevisan (2019d), however, posits that “it seems … the instructors’ role 
outweighs the media [technology] adopted” (p. 87). Consistent with this 
discussion, Clark (1983) puts forth an analogy to delineate the idea by asserting 
that media are “mere vehicles that deliver instruction but do not influence student 
achievement any more than the truck that delivers our groceries causes changes in 
our nutrition,” (p. 445). Khoshnevisan (2019d.) states that “teachers are fond of 
integrating new technologies in education. whereas the teacher delivering the 
same old methods of instruction using the same old medium of instruction would 
be less motivated” (p. 87). Kozma (1994) states that the key question is not 
whether the media/technology has any effect but rather “in what ways can we use 
the capabilities of media [technology] to influence learning for particular students, 
tasks, and situations?” (p. 23). 
Community of Inquiry (COI) Model 
Proposed by Garrison, Anderson, and Archer (1999), a community of inquiry 
model incorporates social, cognitive, and teaching presence as factors affecting 
students’ engagement in online instruction. Social presence is the degree to which 
online participants feel connected to one another (Swan & Shih, 2005). Cognitive 
presence is “the extent to which the participants in any particular configuration of 
a community of inquiry are able to construct meaning through sustained 
communication” (Garrison et al., 1999, p. 89). Cognitive presence is germane to 
critical thinking and mainly focuses on higher-order thinking processes including 
creativity and problem solving (Garrison, Anderson, & Archer, 2001). Teaching 
presence is defined as the design and facilitation of the educational experience 
(Garrison et al., 1999). It is deemed that quality instruction emanates from and 
contributes to the main pillars of COI. To explore and measure the amount of 
these three types of presences, educators need to examine technology availability 
and the quality of the technology at hand so educators can advance their virtual 
instruction.  
Methodology 
To discover the best methods to conduct online instruction, one needs to explore 
the perceptions of both students and educators about technology. van Lier (2003) 
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reiterates, “...if [technology] is to be a positive force in education, [it] should not 
be cast as an alternative to classroom teaching, or as replacing the teacher, but as 
a tool that facilitates meaningful and challenging classroom work” (p.2). 
However, COVID-19 restrained both language educators and students with only a 
remote mode of instruction. In this situation, technology appears to be the only 
tool at hand. Technology is no more, as stated by Van Lier, a mere tool to 
facilitate learning. As discussed above, it is vital to know the perceptions of both 
educators and students about distance education. This is, however, important to 
gain insight into technology resources for remote instruction so language teachers 
can plan ahead of the curve. To this end, INTO USF conducted an online survey 
that investigated the perceptions of the students and the technological tools 
available so that curriculum and instructional strategies could be tailored 
accordingly. A total number of 145 INTO USF students participated in this study 
on a voluntary basis. In what follows, I will present the results of the online 
questionnaire. 
Results and Discussion  
The results of this study indicate that from a total number of 145 participants, 
97,2% (141 participants) usually use desktops, laptops, or notebooks. Only 4 
students did not usually use the mentioned devices and had to use either their 
cellphones (2 participants) or tablets (2 participants). From the 4 participants who 
did not use desktops or laptop computers, half of them (2 participants) have 
access to desktop or laptop computers.  
One of the key requirements of online instruction is video chats. The vast majority 
of the participants in this study (89.5%) reported the quality of their video chats as 
ok or excellent. Table 1 presents the quality of the participants’ video chats. As 
shown in the Table, only 10.5% of the participants were deprived of quality video 
chats.  
Another key factor for quality online instruction is the connection speed to be able 
to watch videos and participate in synchronous discussions. The results of this 
survey suggest that a majority of the participants experienced above average 
connection to the Internet. In general, 55.6% of the participants had excellent 
Internet speed and 57.4% of them had near excellent Internet reliability. Table 2 
shows responses with regard to the speed and reliability of the Internet connection 
that the participants used. 
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Table 1. The quality of the participants’ video chats 
Quality of video chats Percentage of the participants 
Excellent 33.6% 
OK 55.9% 
Poor quality but it works 9.1% 
Bad quality 1.4 % 
 
Table 2. The speed and reliability of the Internet connection 
 Speed Reliability 
Excellent to near excellent 55.6 % 57.4 % 
Above average to excellent 84.5 % 77.8 % 
 
The quality of the participants’ microphone, speakers, and headphone is another 
prominent factor to foster quality discussions and instruction in distance 
education. My experience in online education indicate that participants who lack 
the appropriate tools might not be able to effectively communicate while learning 
a language. This survey revealed that over two thirds of the participants have 
excellent microphone/speaker quality and approximately 90% of them have above 
average quality. Table 3 shows the percentage of the participants who enjoyed 
quality tools. 
Table 3. Microphone/ speaker quality 
 Microphone Speaker / Headphone 
Excellent to near excellent 71.4 % 72.8 % 
Above average to excellent 89.6 % 88.2 % 
  
In many language courses, language learners need to have access to quality web 
cams so they can vividly see each other and establish rapport from the beginning 
of the class. According to the COI model, social presence is one of the main 
factors to increase the motivation level of the students and actively engage them 
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in learning. Regarding the quality of the web cams, 63.4% of participants reported 
that their webcam quality was excellent to near excellent. It is also worth 
mentioning that 82.4 % of the participants reported above average quality of web 
cams. This suggests that quality webcam is predominantly secured in distance 
education for INTO USF students because two-thirds of the participants had 
excellent web camera quality.  
Distance education includes video chats and reading long texts. It is then 
significant to explore the perceptions of the participants about the possibility of 
reading long texts via their computers in online education. The results of this 
survey suggest that almost all of the participants had quality video chats and they 
could efficiently use and learn from video chats. As for the long texts, 100 % of 
the participants, admittedly, reported that reading long texts on cell phones was 
either difficult or impossible. When asked about their willingness to buy a 
computer for online courses, 100 % of the participants stated that they are willing 
to but a laptop or desktop computer to effectively learn from online instructions. 
The results of this survey coupled with my experiences in distant education during 
the pandemic imply that language educators are challenged with an array of issues 
such as technological problems. The results of prior studies in language education 
corroborate the facilitative role of technology. This study suggested that language 
teachers need to know the extent to which their students have access to 
technology so they can provide them with quality instruction in online courses. 
Now that COVID-19 has mushroomed the landscape of education, language 
educators are left with no option but distance education.  
Pedagogical Implications for During/Post COVID-19 
In the pre-COVID-19 era, both professors and students were thoroughly 
integrated into campus community and campus life. As the corona virus spreads, 
the digital world is both a necessity for education and an escape from social 
media, games, and videos. As stress mounts, students try to demarcate their 
professional and personal life when going online. The Corona virus also imposed 
extension and suspension on projects and assignments. The hunger for 
information about the virus made people spend much more time online. The 
outbreak of the pandemic has imposed a serious challenge to the form and content 
of language education worldwide. The difficulties arose from and contributed to 
COVID-19 issues. As discussed above, the use of technology in language 
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education has been widely and extensively researched. However, the COVID-19 
situation sought and called for practical ways to utilize technology. The results of 
this survey can portray the availability and quality of the technology required for 
online courses on the students’ side. Diving into the perceptions of students and 
gaining insight into the availability of technology can prepare both language 
teachers and staff to better support students for a new era in both education and 
employment. The results of the study showed the readiness of the students to 
invest in technology to have access to better tools with higher quality. The results 
also indicated both the perils and promise of technology in distance education. 
For one thing, it was mentioned that some technological tools are not conducive 
to study a language. For instance, reading long texts is a challenge if cell phones 
are used. Furthermore, students need to have access to good headphones, 
webcams, and speakers so they can actively engage in assignments, discussions, 
and groupworks.  
Conclusion 
Institutions like INTO USF may encounter big challenges that may disillusion its 
leadership, staff, and educators. In 2019, COVID-19 hit China killing thousands 
of people. This challenge specifically impacted our Chinese students. However, 
the crisis soon spanned across countries and challenged the United States and the 
international students alike. The first response of institutions to this crisis was 
cancelling almost every social and educational activity on campus. The second 
reaction to this crisis was a mass migration from face-to-face classrooms to virtual 
classrooms. Virtual classes that were once considered the Cinderella of education 
are now the only tool available to get the message cross. Currently, learners are in 
pursuit of education via the Internet. Webinars, classrooms, and libraries are all 
digital versions of our physical world. Social distancing led to distance education, 
online discussion boards, and online instructions.  
The results of this study can paint a picture of students’ accessibility to 
technology so institutions can tackle students’ fears in post-COVID-19 era. The 
participants of this study reported that the majority of the students have access to 
technologies required for distance education. Others mentioned that they are 
willing to spend some money to buy what they need to have for better online 
discussions, reading long texts, and the like. It is then significant to explore the 
technological equipment needed for distance education. Furthermore, it is evident 
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that INTO USF students have access to technological tools. This prepares the path 
for directors, staff, supervisors, curriculum designers to tailor curricula and 
accommodate the needs of language learners while they are back home. The 
results of this study showed that educational reconstruction in the pandemic’s 
wake is a sine quo non. It is hoped that this article can inspire language educators 
to craft quality online courses. 
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Appendix A 
Technology Resource for Remote Classes 
1. What do you usually use to go online? 
a) Desktop computer, laptop, notebook 
b) Cellphone 
c) Tablet 
2. Do you have a Desktop, Laptop, or Notebook computer you can use for 
online classes? 
a) Yes 
b) No 
Tell us about your technology resource 
3. What is the quality of your video chats using your computer or laptop? 
a) Excellent 
b) Its ok 
c) The quality is poor, but it works 
d) I cannot use video and audio at the same time 
e) I can only text chat 
Online connection speed 
4. How fast is your online connection when using your computer or laptop? 
a) 1– very slow 
b) 2 
c) 3 
d) 4 
e) 5 
f) 6 – Excellent 
Online connection reliability 
5. How often do you often get disconnected when using your computer of 
laptop? 
a) 1– not reliable - I am disconnected a lot 
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b) 2 
c) 3 
d) 4 
e) 5 
f) 6 – very reliable – I never get disconnected 
Microphone 
6. How well does your computer or laptop microphone work? 
a) 1– I don’t have a microphone 
b) 2 – very poor quality 
c) 3 
d) 4 
e) 5 
f) 6 – Excellent quality 
g) Sometimes doesn’t work suddenly, and sometimes I cannot see the chat  
Speakers and headphones 
7. How well do your computer Speakers / headphones work? 
a) I don’t have speakers or headphones 
b) 1– very poor quality 
c) 2  
d) 3 
e) 4 
f) 5 
g) 6- Excellent quality 
Web camera 
8. How well does your computer/laptop web camera work? 
a) I don’t have a web cam 
b) 1– very poor quality 
c) 2  
d) 3 
e) 4 
f) 5 
g) 6- Excellent quality 
Using your phone or tablet 
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9. What is the quality of your video chats using your phone or tablet? 
a) Excellent 
b) Its ok 
c) The quality is poor, but it works I cannot use video and audio at 
the same time 
d) I cannot use video, but audio works fine 
e) I can only text chat 
10. You will need to read long texts for your classes. Are you able to read 
online articles on your phones or tablets? 
a) Yes, with no problems 
b) It is difficult but I can do it 
c) No, a long text is difficult to read 
11. Would you be willing to buy a computer or laptop with a web camera to 
use for online classes? 
a) Yes 
b) No 
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Afterword 
We hope the reader now has more appreciation for the diversity of role and task, 
the challenges faced, and the skills and resources of the personnel at INTO USF, 
of our impact on the lives and successes of so many international students, and of 
our pivotal role within the University of South Florida. As we look to a post-
COVID future, there is no doubt that our resources of innovation, hard work and 
dedication will be put to the test. However, as Executive Center Director, Sean 
Gilmore suggests, with the quality of the people employed at INTO USF, our 
ability to pivot and innovate, and our continuing supportive partnership with the 
University of South Florida, whatever INTO USF looks like in the future, it 
stands to be strong and successful.  
 
 
